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Road to the Peaceful Solution
Of Asian Questions

qINCE April 26, the delegates of the Soviet
|J Union, the People's Republic of China,
Britain, France, the United States and other
countries concerned have been meeting at the
Palais des Nations in Geneva to examine two
burning questions of the day in Asia-the
peaceful settlement of the Korean question,
and the restoration of peace in Indo-China.

Despite all the underhand intrigues of the
ruling circles of the United States to wreck it
even before it started, this historic conference
met on schedule. Ttris fact in itself demon-
strates how greatly the possibilities have grown
for the peaceful settlement of international
disputes through negotiation. It also shows
that the earnest desire of the peace-loving peo-
ples of Asia and the whole world for the fur-
ther relaxation of international tension has
developed into a tremendous force that no one
dare ignore.

The fact that the People's Republic of
China-a great Asian power comprising one-
fourth of the world's population-is conferring
on an equal footing with other great powers
has given the Conference added political signi-
ficance.

The U.S. Government has always adopted
a policy of hostility towards the People's Re-
public of China. It regards New China's con-
sistently peaceful foreign policy as a main
obstacle in the way of the realization of its
plan of colonial domination of Asia. Burying
their heads in the sand the ruling circles of
the United States force themselves to ignore the
existence of the People's Republic of China.
They pursue a policy of discrimination against
the status and rights of the Peop1e's Republic
of China in the family of nations. These
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efforts, however, have completely miscarried.
Events at the Geneva Conference have shown
the utter bankruptcy of these intrigues. They
have proved that no one can negate the posi-
tion of the People's Republic of China in Asia
and the world, or disregard its voice in inter-
national affairs.

rfiHE participation of New China in the Gene-
I va Conference reflects the fundamental,

historic change that has taken place in Asia.

Historically, the so-called Asian question
has always been a euphemism for the squabbles
between the various imperialist powers seeking
to maintain and extend their colonial rule over
this region and to divide it up into their
"spheres of influence." The Korean and Indo-
China questions of today are precisely the out-
come of ruthless eftorts to suppress the Asian
peoples' struggle for their national indepen-
dence and freedom; as weII as armed interven-
tion in the Asian countries by the Western
powers, especially the United States. In dis-
cussing Asian questions, the Western powers,
particularly the U.S., have never before treat-
ed the representatives of the Asian peoples as
their equals.

Today, when the Chinese people have freed
themselves from the imperialist yoke and are
busily engaged in building a strong and pros-
perous country, the situation in Asia has been
fundamentally changed. Ttre tide of the strug-
gle of the peoples in Asian countries to shake
off imperialist rule and gain their national
independence and freedom is running high.
The Asian peoples can no longer tolerate living
at the behest of others. The days are gone



forever when the imperialists and colonialists
could freely decide the destinies of the Asian
peoples, and the Asian peoples had no say in
Asian affairs.

The ruling circles of the United States
are scheming to turn Asia into their colonial
empire by stepping into the shoes of the old
colonialists, but these ambitions will certainly
be frustrated by the Asian peoples. Speaking
at the Geneva Conference on April 28, Foreign
Minister Chou En-lai, senior delegate of the
People's Republic of China, expressed the
aspirations of the hundreds of millions of
awakened Asian peoples when he said:

The peoples of Asia, like the peoples of other
parts of the 'lvorld, love peace and freedom. Ihe
peoples of Asia suffered for a long time from
oppression and enslavement. Their struggle for
liberation from foreign imperialist oppression, for
national independence and freedom is a just
struggle. This march of history is irresistible.

China's Foreign Minister brought to Iight
the irrefutable facts of the U.S. armed invasion
of Korea and their sabotage of the peaceful uni-
fication of Korea. He gave fuII support to the
proposals of Foreign Minister Nam Il of the
Korean Democratic People's Republic concern-
ing the re-uniflcation of Korea and the holding
of free all-Korean elections.

Foreign Minister Chou En-lai also pointed
out that the further intervention of the U.S.
Government in Indo-China and its latest de-
sign to organize a so-called "defence com-
munity" in the West Pacific and Southeast Asia
are aggressive plans threatening peace and
security in Asia. They are aimed at establish-
ing a new colonial rule in Asia and preparing
for a new world war.

He solemnly declared:

We consider that the aggressive acts on the
part of the United States should be stopped, that
peace in Asia should be ensured, that the in-
depenclence and sovereignty of the Asian nations
should be respected, that the national rights and
freedom of the Asian peoples should be safe-
guarded. We also hold that interference in the
internal affairs of the Asian nations should be
stopped, all foreign military bases in Asia be
removed, foreign armed forces stationed in Asian
countries be withdrawn, the revival of Japanese
militarism be prevented and all economic block-
ades and restrictions be abolished.
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The Government of the People's Republic of
China considers that the countries of Asia should
consult among themselves with a view to seek-
ing common measures to safeguard peace and
security in Asia, by assuming obligations mutual-
ly and respectively,

These words express the will and aspira-
tions of the Asian peoples which had been sup-
pressed for so long. Ttrey point the rvay to
the peacefuL settlement of Asian questions and
have aroused the enthusiastic response of the
peoples throughout Asia.

rfrHE rulers of the U.S. are highly apprehen-
r sive of such forceful and just expressions
of the will of the Asian peoples and are
bitterly set against them. They cannot override
the logic of such statements, nor can they find
any effective way of camouflaging the U.S.
policy of expansion in Asia. All they can do
is to use every dirty means to try to dis-
credit this declaration by New China.

U.S. news agencies have tried hard to
smear Chou En-lai's proposals as "anti-for-
eign" and make out that he wants to stake
a claim for China's control over all Asia. The
U.S. ruling cliques are slandering the common
desire of the Chinese people and the peoples
of Asia who are struggling to preserve their
independence and freedom and to oppose for-
eign intervention and enslavement; they want
to deny to Asian countries the right to consult
among themselves and decide on common mea-
sures to safeguard peace and security in Asia.

There is nothing new in these tricks
played by the U.S. propagandists. Like all their
past slanders, however, these new lies will bring
them little satisfaction since they run so com-
pletely counter to the facts. Ttre truth is that
it is the U.S. Government itself and no one else
that cherishes the idea of dominating Asia. In
fact, far from denying this, high U.S. Govern-
ment officials have made such claims officially
and brazenly. Walter S. Robertson, U.S. As-
sistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs,
recently admitted that the U.S. wants to main-
tain its dominance in Asia indefinitely. It is.
precisely to clominate Asia, to turn it into a

U.S. colonial empire, that the U.S. is trying to
set up more and more military bases in Asian
countries, interfering in the internal affairs of
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these countries and scheming to organize all
kinds of aggressive military blocs in this
area.

Washington's aggressive ambitions are
clear to the great mass of the Asian peoples.
Public opinion in the Asian countries has been
unanimous in denouncing the U.S. Government
for harbouring such designs.

Certain U.S. newspapers have attempted
to characterize as "xenophobia" the will of the
peoples of various countries in Asia to achieve
independence and self-government free from
foreign intervention, and their common desire
jointly to preserve peace and security in Asia
by means of negotiations among themselves.
But this really exposes the aggressive ambi-
tions of the U.S. itself.

The cold fact is that whiie doing their best
to step into the shoes of the old colonial
powers, the U.S. ruling circles are following
the path of the Japanese militarist invasion of
Asia and are trying to extend gradually their
control over the whole of Asia in the name of
"anti-communism." They are trying to turn
Asia into a U.S. version of the "East Asia co-
prosperity sphere" and build a U.S. colonial
empire in Asia.

Tire efforts of the U.S. Government to
revive Japanese militarism are closely linked
with this scheme. But who can forget that the
Japanese militarists suffered crushing failure
in their bid for Asian hegemony. If the U.S.
rulers decide to take this fatal course, they will
certainly meet with an even worse defeat.

HE Chinese people and the other Asian
peoples are not only vitally interested in

the peace of their homelands, but are also con-
cerned about peace in other parts of the
world. Foreign Minister Chou En-Iai elo-
quently expressed this sentiment in his speech
at Geneva on April 28 when he said:

The people of China, like all the peoples ol
Asia, are concerned not only about peace in Asia
but also about peace in triurope and other parts
of the r,vorld. The policy of reviving German
militarism and splitting Europe into mutually
hostile military blocs now menaces the peace and
security of Europe and at the same time affects
the situation outside Europe. It also aggravates
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tension and uneasiness in Asia. That is why we
consider that to safeguard world peace it is neces-
sary, through negotiation, flrst and foremost be-
tween the great powers, to put an end to the
rearmament of Western Germany and to ensure
security in Europe on the basis of joint efforts
of a[ the European states, as proposed by the
Soviet Union,

We also consider that the interests of peace
demand the termination of the armaments race,
the reduction of armaments and armed forces,
the prohibition of atomic, hfdrogen and other
weapons of mass destruction.

The Chinese people are anxious to main-
tain normal relations with other countries on
the principles of mutual respect for each other's
sovereign rights, mutual non-aggression, non-
interference in each other's internal afiairs,
equality, mutual benefit and peaceful coexis-
tence. Carrying out these principles since the
time of its founding, the People's Repubtc
of China has established or is in the course of
establishing diplomatic relations with more
than 20 countries. China's trade with other
countries, including the Western European
countries, is growing each year. The friend-
ship between China and the Soviet Union is
being steadily strengthened and is playing an
ever greater part in safeguarding and con-
solidating peace not only in the Far East but
throughout the world. Another instance de-
monstrating the fruitful application of these
principles is the recent conclusion of the agree-
ment between China and India on trade and
intercourse between the Tibet region of China
and India. These facts forcefully prove that
any attempt to discriminate against China is
bound to fail.

Asian questions can never be solved by
war. Tlrose who try to do so should have
Iearnt their lesson in Korea, as they are learn-
ing it again in Indo-China. Logic, based on
a recogrrition of reality, has forced the states-
men of all Iands, everr of groups that were un-
willing to admit it before, to recognize that
Asian questions can only be solved by peace-
ful negotiations.

The way forward has been clearly indicat-
ed at the Geneva Conference. The realization
of peace in Indo-China and the peaceful uni-
flcation of Korea will be the first steps forward
along this road.



Lsbour Emulation Among
Chinq,b Working Class

HE Chinese working class successfully ful-
fllled and in most cases overfulfllled its

targets for industrial production in 1953-the
first year of the First Five-Year PIan. The value
of the 1953 output of state-owned industries,
those jointly operated by state and private cap-
ital and those run by the cooperatives, increas-
ed by about 34 per cent as compared with 1952.
These achievements in the great work of China's
socialist industrialization are inseparable from
the labour emulation movement organized by
the Chinese working class.

Labour emulation arises inevitably when
the lvorkers become the leading class in a

country, and, instead of toiling to enrich the
exploiters, begin to work for themselves, their
own class and country. It is only in the Soviet
socialist state that Iabour emulation could have
been created and extensively applied; and it is
only in the People's Democracies that this ex-
ample can be learnt and followed on a wide
scale. Labourr emulation is a special product of
the socialist system. It is a development of great
historical signifi,cance.

In organizing labour emulation, the Chinese
rvorking class is learning from the experience
of the Soviet Union. Basically, the method in-
volves the following steps: workers and em-
ployees are mobilized and organized to discuss
the state production plans; the trade unions,
acting on behalf of the workers and employees,
sign collective contracts with the administra-
tion; production meetings are organized to dis-
cuss production problems; workers and em-
ployees are mobilized and organized to work
out and submit rationalization proposals and
popularize advanced methods of work; experi-
ences are summed up regularly, work is eva-
luated and awards and honours are granted to
the advanced producers. It is by such methods
that the Chinese working class is encouraged to
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bring into full play the new initiative and crea-
tiveness in labour which arises from the fact
that they are now masters of their own country.

Production Plans Discussed
The first step in organizing labour emula-

tion is to mobilize the workers and employees
to discuss the state production p1ans. Such
discussion is usually initiated at a meeting of
workers and employees sponsored by the
trade union, where the responsible personneL
of an enter-prise report on the production plan
assigzted by the state. The trade union then
leads its workshop branches and small groups
in similar discussions, and on the basis of the
state plan, maps out emulation undertakings
for workshops, work teams and individuals
to ensure fulfllment and overfulfilment of the
plan. This process enables every worker to
understand the political and economic signi-
ficance of the fulflIment of the state plan, as
well as its concrete content and the steps
necessary to realize it. I'he workers' sense of
responsibility is thus enhanced and they are
stimulated to seek actively for hidden produc-
tive potentialities, utilize existing installations
fully, and improve tools, the organization of
labour and production processes.

Following the discussion of the state plan,
individuals, small groups, workshops and en-
terprises often put forward production plans
that are higher than those assigned by the
state and discover various ways of working to
overfulfil these plans in the course of the
emulation movement. During their discussion
of the 1954 state plan, for example, work teams
in the Changchiakolr (Katgan) Mining Ma-
chinery Plant in Hopei Province formulated
production plans exceeding the targets set by
the state. One team, headed by Li Kung-ling,
undertook to raise the quality of 18 per cent of
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Young worker Li Ta-lin antt veteran worker An
Hui-min (1st and Znd" from Left) ot the Shen-yang t
mont
this
Kolesov's method of lathe-operation and using

multi-cutters

its output above the set standard, and to reduce
the production time fixed by the state by 20 to
39 per cent. In the course of the emulation
campaign, the total value of output in this
plant in February this year was 14.g per cent
above plan.

Collective Contracts
Following concrete discussions on the state

plan, the trade union in each enterprise signs
a collective contract with the administration on
behalf of the workers and employees. Such
contracts clearly stipulate the conditions to be
observed and the actual technical and organiza-
tional measures to be taken by the trade union
and the adrninistration respectively. This
makes the goals of the emulation movement
quite clear to all. the workers and employees
and helps them to take practical steps to fulfil
and overfulfll the state plan. Giving effect to
the principle of "gradually improving and rais-
ing the level of the material and cultural life
of the mass of workers on the basis of expanded
production," these contracts also stipulate wage
rates, bonuses and labour protection measures
that must be taken, and the provisions to be
made for the workers in the spheres of housing,
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social welfare (including nurseries and sana-
toria), culture and education (such as clubs,
playgrounds, Iibraries), etc. The interests of
the state and the individual interests of workers
and employees thus become closely integrated.

In the course of negotiations for the col-
lective contract, the trade unions carry out a
wide canvass of rank-and-file opinion. As a
result, the contract, once signed, is accepted
by all and becomes a programme of action for
which every worker has responsibility.

During the period of implementation of
the contract, the trade unions also organize
the workers and employees to nrake detailed
check-ups to see if the target flgures and con-
ditions stipulated in the contract are being ful-
fllled on schedule, and also to propose concrete
technical and organizational measures to en-
sure their realization. This, in essence, means
drawing the broad masses of workers and em-
ployees into participating in the management
of the enterprises. During the course of such
check-ups, criticism and self-criticism is de-
veloped on a mass scale and the masses
exercise their right of supervision over both
trade union and administration activities. Thus,
not only is production improved but the link be-
tween the masses and the leadership is streng-
thened.

Froduction Meetings
Production meetings are effective instru-

ments f or launching emulation campaigns.
They serve to develop the creative initiative of
the lvorkers and employees and make possible
the bold exposure and correction of shortcom-
ings in production in a spirit of criticism and
self-criticism. These discussions of production
prohlerns are conducted by the trade union on
the scale of the basic trade union units-the
sma1l groups-r,rrorkshops or entire f actories.
Leading and experienced workers, the techni-
cal personnel and the administlative staff form
the active nuclei rvhrich lead the masses in dis-
cussing and solving current key producticn
problems. The steel plant of the Anshan Iron
and Steel Ccmpany has solved many im-
portant problems this rvay. For example, it
held a special production meeting on the ques-
tion of waste of raw materials. Adopting a
proposal advanced by workers at the meeting,
the administration instituted a svstem of flxed



raw material quotas. As a result, the plant
lowered its production costs in September last
year by 1,500 million yuan. Following a spe-
cial production meeting on the quick repair of
furnaces at high temperatures, the time for re-
pairs which used to take an average of 90
minutes has been reduced to 20 rrrinutes.

Such meetings are also of great help in im-
proving production and the work of the leader-
ship. In October 1953, for instance, the An-
shan steel plant convened a plant-wide produc-
tion meeting at which the workers submitted
more than 100 proposals on safety in produc-
tion, and on how to improve the style of
work of the leadership. Many of these were
of great value and had not been considered pre-
viously.

Studying Advanced Methods
One of the important methods of develop-

ing labour emulation is to mobilize, organize
and educate the workers and employees to sub-
mit rationalization proposals, and to study and
popularize the experiences of the most advanced
workers. Now they do so on a large scale,
with the fully responsible attitude of masters
of the country. They help to improve produc-
tion conditions, solve key production problems,
increase output and economize materials.

Advanced experience is the result of the
creative labour of the advanced rn'orkers or of
their working in close cooperation with the
scientiflc and technical personnel. Armed with
such experience the lvorkers as a whole can
create more and better products to meet the
constantly growing material and cultural needs
of the people, in a shorter time, with less inten-
sive labour and in a more economic way. From
January to November 1953, rvorliers and em-
ployees of factories and mines in Shansi Pro-
vince submitted a total of 18,115 rationaliza-
tion proposals, 12,571 of which were adopted.
Through increasing production or by reducing
costs, 2,596 of these proposals saved 35,600
million yuan for the state. fncreased produc-
tion and economies brought about in the cotton
textile industry by the popularization of various
advanced methods in 1953 resulted in a saving
of 524,300 million yuan more than in 1951.
This amount is far more than the capital re-
quired to build a new textile mill with 75,000
spindles.
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Administrations, the Communist Party
committees and trade unions in various
enterprises are constantly on the alert to
support, study and popularize innovations pro-
posed by the workers and employees. Any
tendency on the part of the leading personnel
whether of the Party, the administration, the
trade union or the Youth League to ignore the
importance of rationalization proposals or to
neglect the popularization of advanced experi-
ence is characterized as bureaucracy and re-
primanded as such. Ttris ensures the steady
progress of the emulation movement based on
the creativeness and initiative of the workers.

Reviews and Awards

To inspire and advance the emulation
movement, it is important to regularly review
and summarize the experience gained in the
campaign and to give suitable awards to the
leading groups and individuals. This helps to
put the movement on a regular, well-organized
basis and to develop it on a broader scale. Lead-
ing individuals and production groups which
display the greatest labour initiative and crea-
tiveness during the campaign and which unite
and lead the more backward elements to fu]fll
their undertakings, are given public recogni-
tion in the form of red banners, medals or
diplomas. Their achievements are published
in newspapers and honour lists and an-
nounced over the radio and they are held in
high esteem by the broad rnasses of the people.
Moreover, they receive material prizes amount-
ing to a certain proportion of the contribution
their efforts have made to the state. Ttre re-
viewing of the results of emulation campaigns
means that the successful achievements of the
leading workers are analysed and studied by
the broad mass of workers and employees. At
the same time, lessons are also drawn from the
experiences of those who failed in their under-
takings. Thus the movement constantly broad-
ens its popular base.

Such reviews of the achievements of the
campaign and awards to the best workers are
made separately in each industry, in each fac-
tory and mine, on a regional or nation-wide
scale. Sometimes they are carried out at meet-
ings of all workers and employees, at confer-
ences of their representatives, or at representa-
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tive con-ferences of model workers. The
Second All-China Congress of the Chinese
Textile Trade Union held in 1953, for instance,
summarized the experiences of the textile
rvorkers in the movement to increase produc-
tion and practise economy, and honours and
awards were given to 106 model workers and
24 model units. Among them were Ho Chien-
hsiu, initiator of the working method named
after her, Chiang Shu-ying, Wang Teh-shan
and others who created the "1951 weaving
method." Ttre prize-winners were first chosen
in the textile mills throughout the country and
then approved by a model workers' evaluation
committee jointly organized by the Ministry of
the Textile Industry and the Chinese Textile
Trade Union.

These are some of the most important ex-
periences and methods of organizing labour
emulation which the Chinese working class has
learnt from the Soviet Union. They have been
adapted to the concrete conditions existing in
China and are being applied on a broad scale
with admirable results.

Under the leadership of the Communist
Party and with the help of the Soviet Union,
the Chinese working class, fu1l of confldence
and energy, is enthusiastically developing the
movement of technical inventions and innova-
tions and steadily improving the work of or-
ganizing labour. This will further advance
labour emulation, greatly increase labour pro-
ductivity and help to build a great soeialist
state in China.

A New Development

I N Agreement on Trade and Intercourse Be-
/ r tween the Tibet Region of China and India
was signed in Peking on April 29, 1954 follow-
ing friendly negotiations between delegations of
the Government of the People's Republic
of China and the Government of India. At
the same time certain other matters of detail
were agreed upon and came into force in an ex-
change of notes betw-een the tu,o governments.

The successful conclusion of these negotia-
tions is yet another manifestation of the de-
velopment of friendly relations between these
two countries, which have seen such consider-
able advances since the founding of the Peo-
ple's Republic of China.

A Traditional Friendship
China and India have a long common

border and their peoples have cherished a
traditional friendship for many centuries. The
people of Tibetan nationality in China, in
particular, have always had close economic and
social relations with the Indian people. To-
wards the close of the 19th century, however,
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In Sino-Indian Relations
Ho Cheng

Britain, using India as its base, penetrated into
the Chinese territory of Tibet. As a result
there appeared a certain abnormality in the
relations between India and the Tibet region.
The Republic of India naturally bears no re-
sponsibility for this state of affairs.

TI::.e founding of the People's Republic of
China ended the prerogatives which ihe British
Government had obtained by means of unequal
treaties forced on the government of the old
China. The peaceful liberation of Tibet in 1951
once again provided conditions for the normal
development of the time-honoured commercial
and cultural relations between the Tibet region
of China and India. It was therefore neces-
sary for China and India to re-establish rela-
tions involving Tibet on a new basis. The
recently concluded negotiations have success-
fully accomplished this.

On the basis of the new agreement, China
and India will establish trade agencies in some
of the commercial centres of fndia and Tibet
respectively; both parties have specifled certain



The Agreemelt on Trade and Interoourse Between the fibet Bcgion of China and India
was signed in Peking on April 29 by Chang Han-fu (right), Vice-Minister for Foreign
Afrairs anil Plenipotentiary of the Central People's Government, and Netlyam Raghavan
(left), Ambassador of Indla to China a,nil Plenipotentlary of the Government of the
Bepublic of India. Standing centre is Soong Ching Ling, Vice-Chairman of the Central

People's Government

places as markets for the traders of both coun-
tries. Pilgrims of the Lamaist and Buddhist
faiths of both countries will have facilities for
travelling in both countries; Indian pilgrims of
the Hindu faith may also visit Tibet. Traders,
inhabitants of the border districts, porters and
mule-team drivers of both countries will have
facilities for crossing the border.

According to the Agreement, the Indian
Government gladly agrees to withdraw its mili-
tary escorts stationed at the trading posts of
Yatung and Gyantse in Tibet near the Indian
border. It will also turn over to the Chi-
nese Government at a reasonable price the
postal, telegraph and public telephone services
together with their equipment, and rest houses
in Tibet formerly operated by the Government
of India. These measures which demonstrate the
respect of the Indian Government for China's
territorial integrity and sovereignty are in full
accord with the common interests and tradition-
al friendship of the peoples of the two countries.

This agreement has thus removed all
traces of former British aggression in the
Chinese territory of Tibet; it will furthermore
serve to strengthen the economic and cultural
ties between China and India.

Asia suffered for a protracted period from
the ravages of the imperialist powers. But

70

since the Second World War the situation here
has undergone a radical transformation. Hun-
dreds of millions of the awakened peoples of
Asia have become masters of their own destiny;
yet other millions are at this moment strug-
gling valiantly for their national independence
and freedom. Ttre peoples of Asia stand for
friendship and cooperation among nations. They
are of the opinion that affairs in Asia should
be settled by the Asian peoples themselves. The
liberated Chinese people have learnt from ex-
perience the importance of these principles.
That is why, having founded their own people's
republic, they have consistently and faithfully
supported these principles, pursued a peaceful
foreign policy and always shown their readi-
ness to develop economic and cultural inter-
course with other countries on the basis of
mutual respect for each other's territorial
integrity and sovereignty, mutual non-aggres-
sion, non-interference in each other''s internal
affairs, equality and mutual beneflt.

Friendly Negotiations
This Sino-Indian agreement demonstrates

how relations among the Asian nations should
be dealt with; it is an example in promoting
the peaceful coexistence of nations through
friendly negotiation. Because both parties
strictly adhered to the inviolable principle of
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rnutual respect for each other's territorial inte-
grity and sovereign rights, these negotiations
were carried on throughout in a cordial and
harmonious atmosphere and resulted in a suc-
cessful agreement. The obligations assumed by
both countries, as stipulated in the Agreement,
are reciprocal and in the interests of the two
peoples. As Premier Chou En-lai said in his
message of greetings to Premier Nehru follow-
ing the conclusion of the Agreement:

The signing of this agreement not only fur-
ther strengthens the friendship between the
peoples of China and India, it also fully de-
morxtrates the fact that a reasonable settlement
.can be achieved for any ilternational question
.so long as the nations abide by the above-men-
tioned principles and adopt the way of negotia-
tion.

The enemies of peace see peaceful negotia-
tions as formidable obstacles to their aims.
They do not want peaceful negotiations to be
successful, nor do they want to see the growth
of friendship and unity among the peoples of
Asia. For this reason they fabricated de-
spicable rumours to exacerbate Sino-Indian
relations during the negotiations. Today, how-

ever, the true facts have shattered all these
shameful intrigues. Once again it is proved
that no one can frustrate the people's desire
for friendship and cooperation among the na-
tions.

At the reception given by the Indian
Ambassador to China on January 26, 1951 on
the occasion of the first anniversary of the
founding of the Republic of India, Chairman
Mao Tse-tung said:

People all over the world need trleace; only
a few people want war. India, China, the Soviet
Union and all other peace-loving couatries and
peoples, unite together to strive for peace in
the Far East and throughout the world!
Today, as they greet the signing of the

Sino-Indian Agreement, the Chinese people
will continue their efforts in answer to the calL
of Chairman Mao Tse-tung. They will strive for
the full implementation of this agreement, for
the further development of the traditional
friendship between the peoples of China and
India, for the strengthening of the unity of the
peoples of Asia and of the world, and for the
preservation of peaee in Asia and throughout
the world.

Where a New /vletallurgical
Ease Will Arise

ECENTLY I paid a visit to Huangshih in
Hupeh Province, a new industrial tou-n

on the banks of the Yangtze where the gigantic
Central China Iron and Stee1 Works is to be
constlucted. This is one of the key projects
of China's First Five-Year PIan. When com-
pleted, it rvill, like the Anshan Iron and Steel
Wolks in ihe l{ortheast, have its o'wn mines.
smelters, rolling mills and supplementary
chemieal plants. Its steel produets u'ili supply
the r-revr industries of Central-South China.
particula.rly the machine-btiilding industry.
The day of its commissioning rvill mark a big
stride in the creation of the matelial base for
socialism in our country.
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Hsu Chih
Our Special C arre spondent

There are ample reasons for the choice of
Huangshih as tlie location for these works.
There are abundant supplies of high quality
iron ore in the nearby Tiehshan ("Iron Moun-
tain") mine. I{uangshih. furthermore, alreaciy
possesses one steel plant of ihe o1d Hanyehping
Steel Works-the Tay'eh Steel Plant-w-hich
has been completeiy renovated after damage
suffe::ed in the Sinc-Japanese Srar. This
piant ivill be furthel expanded, bui it will
ccrnprise oniy a tiny part of the Central China
Iron and Steel Works as a tvnole,

The moment I entered Huangshih, I felt
the atrnosphere of consiruction. It was hard
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to believe that all that existed here only four
years ago were two small settlements set
among hills, ponds and wasteland. Now the
hills have been levelled and the ponds fllled
to make suitable buiiding sites while the town-
lets have spread to form a single modern-look-
ing town.

New wharves are being built along the
riverside. Steamers and junks are constantly
coming and going, unloading construction ma-
terials and taking away manuf actured pro-
ducts.

The big Huangshih Power Plant, which
has now been further expanded, supplies cur-
rent for industry and lighting not only to the
city but also to other districts of Hupeh Pro-
vinee by means of high-tension cables.

Opposite the power plant is a huge cement
factory which has been expanded and remo-
deiled. It supplies cement to construction pro-
jects all over the country-the industrial sites
at Anshan, the dams being built on the Huai
River, for new power plants and textile mills.
Naturally this cement will also be used in the
building of the Central China fron and Steel
Works. Huangshih also has two coal-min-
ing companies and other factories.

Urban improvements too have been going
on apace. In 1953 alone, six main thorough-
fares were laid down. New residential
quarters for workers and employees can be
seen in many places. There are handsome
clubs and rest homes in the hill-and-lake
country in the suburbs.

All the present activities in industriat and
municipal construction here are part of the
work of laying a firm base for the great new
iron and steel giant that will soon arise at
Huangshih' 

* + *

Entering the gate of the Tayeh Steel
Plant, I found what looked like a separate
town in itself. I walked past offices, homes, a
trade union headquarters, the workers' club,
cooperative, a hospital and a cinema.

Going further in, I reached the towering
blast furnace and the forging and heat-treat-
ment shops which were wreathed in clouds of
smoke and steam. The rolling mill was a
little distance away. Loaded with ores or pro-
ducts, trains whistled and clanged between the
various departments.
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Liu Chi-hsien, a grey-haired worker who
has been in the pLant for thirty-nine years, told
me something of its half-century-old history.
He spoke of the past with indignation and of
the present with joy.

"In my time here, I've seen the warl.ords,
the Japanese invaders and the Kuomintang
reactionaries come and go," he said. ,,When I
first came in 1915, things were already in a
mess. The Hanyehping Works to which the
plant and the mine then belonged had run it-
self into near-bankruptcy as a result of bad
management."

"In 1938-45, during the War of Resistance,
the Japanese were in occupation of the whole
area," Liu continued. "They wanted ore for
their war industry, and mining was pushed
until the'rate of extraction grew from 400,000
tons to a million tons a year. For many years,
it infuriated us to see the rich iron ore of our
country moving day and night down-river to
Japan. 'W'e know that iron ore of ours would
be transformed into ammunition and brought
back to kill our fellow countrymen.',

"The situation wasn't much changed after
the surrender of Japan. Ttrat traitor Chiang
Kai-shek started draining large quantities of
ore out again, to U.S.-occupied Japanl How
could we think of industrialization in the otd
China that was ruled by such scoundrels?"
Then he drew a deep breath. ,'But now.. .

now it's a different world. Just take a look
at the workshops and then at the mine, and
you'I1 see for yourself."

In the steel-making shop, the first things
that attracted my attention were the Bessemer
converters. Golden flames and long-tailed
sparks, like tiny comets, shot from their
mouths, and work went on in a blaze of light.

Liu Wei-chen, a well-known model
worker who headed the Martin furnace shop,
told me the history of these converters. It was
also the story of how the plant had been re-
generated from a state of paralysis.

"I used to work on the Bessemers,,' Liu
said. "IJnder the Kuomintang reactionaries
we turned out ingots of inferior quality. And
the rate was only two heats a day at that
time!"

Drawing many simple sketches with his
pencil, Liu explained to me how the workers
had again and again improved the equipment,

People's China



Guests and workers' representatives inspectlng
the "vertical reverse repeater," desipcrl collec-
tively by workers and employees of ihe rolling

mitl of the TaYeh Steel V[orks

raised labour efficiency, and increased the
number of heats from two or three a day up to
ninety in 1952. "In 1953," he continued, "we
took a leap forward in quality too and now we
can turn out high-quality steel."

Liu totd me many other interesting things
about how they mastered the techniques of
making high-quality steel. At the beginning,
he said, there were many technical and ad-
ministrative snags, but with the aid of Soviet
experts all these were overcome. The 1953

production quota had been successfully ful-
filled.

"Think of all that has been done in four
years," Liu said, beaming with enthusiasm.
"You can't call it just advancing. 'Flying' is
theword." + + *

Leaving the steel plant, I took the train
for the mountains behind the plant. Soon I
arrived at the Tiehshan mines which already
supply ore to Tayeh's furnaces and will also
supply the Central China Iron and Stee1'Works'
Ttrere I met the members of a prospecting team
who have worked at this spot for over a year.
The leader, Huang Yi, a noted geologist, told
me of the wealth of the deposits there.

"The imperialists investigated them too,"
he said. "A certain Japanese geologist once
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estimated the reserves here at 30 million tons,
rffell, I can tell you now that his estimate
was ridiculously low. We've made a thorough
survey and found that the quantity is many
times greater than all previous estimates, and
quite enough to supply a big iron and steel
centre for a long time."

'With other members of the team, I went
up the "Iron Mountain." We stopped at a

core-drilling machine and the man in charge
handed me a piece of ore that had just been
brought up. "It doesn't look at all like raw
ore, does it?" he said with a smile. "fsn't it
more like a piece of smelted iron?" When I
took a piece of the heavy, smooth, black coal
in my hand, f could only agree. He told me
that all the ore in this mountain is of the same
kind, with a very high percentage of iron and
Iittle foreign matter.

'We went on to another part of the mining
area, where a second seam of iron has been
discovered under the one previously known, as
well as reserves of other metals, The moun-
tain had been excavated and terraced in many
places. In the cuttings, the towering walls of
oxidizing ore reflected many colours: vermilion,
blue-green and pinkish yellow, looking like
gigantic murals.

"You see," a member of the prospecting
team said to me, "no wonder people call it the
Iron Storehouse* of the -fiIotherland."

Thinking of the future of this great enter-
prise, I tried to picture in my mind the men
and women who will erect and operate it.
Suddenly, I realized that I did not need to im-
agine them, I had already seen them.

A year ago, I visited the construction sites
of the No. 7 automatic blast furnace, the healy
rolling mill, the seamless steel tubing mill and
other projects at the Anshan Iron and Steel
Company in the Northeast. I saw the cadres
sent by the Central China Iron and Steel Wolks
to get practical training there. As con-
struction has developed there they have learnt
on the job and accumulated rich experience
on the construction of iron and steel enter-
prises. Now, group by group, they are return-
ing to Huangshih, ready to devote their en-
thusiastic labour to its construction. Soon the
iron and steel base of Central China will be
built.
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In Our Plant

T AM the chairman of the trade union at the
r Shihchingshan Power Plant, which sup-
plies Peking with electricity. Not iong ago, on
behalf of the union, I signed one of our quarter-
Iy collective contracts with the director of the
plant, Wang Wen-ping.

Ttre two of us have known each other for
a long time. Before liberation, I was an or-
dinary worker in the boiler room. Wang
was a worker in the turbine department, and
an active leader in our struggles against the
reactionary Kuomintang management, For
this, he had been arrested and spent a year and
a half in jail. On the eve of liberation, it was
he who rallied the workers to frustrate the
Kuomintang plan of destroying the plant, and
to save it intact for the people. It was he
again who led us in organizing our union and
became its flrst chairman. In 1949, our People's
Government, recognizing his devotion to the
working class and his ability as an organizer,
named him vice-director and later director of
the plant.

The reason I talk about these facts is that
they illustrate very vividly what we all know
and feel in our country. Our state is led by
the vrorl<ing ciass. Our unions are organiza-
tions of the rvorking class. When we negotiate
collective contracts with the administrations
of state-orvned plants, we do not do so as re-
presentatives of opposing interests, as the
workers must do in countries where industr-v
is capitalist-owned, but as two bodies discharg-
ing different functions in the concmon cause of
the socialist industrializalion of our country.
Ttre workers are as interested as the adminis-
tration in incleasing and improving production;
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The Trude Union

Cheng Kuo-tai

Cheng Kuo-tai (right), author of this artlcle and
Chairman of the trade union at the Shihching-
shan Power Plant, discussing production questions

with YEang Wen-ping, Director of the plant

and the union assumes obligations in this re-
speet. The administration is as concerned as
the union with the workers' weUare. Both
sides' obligations are put Cown in the contract.

Results of Joint Efforts
Here are a feu, of the results of such joint

efforts:
In the past, wiren the plant was ovrned by

the Kuomin'cang bureaucratic-capitalists who
cared for ploflts and nothing else, the service
ii gave tc Peking lvas very often interrupted.
Now things are different. As a result of our
labour, the electric potver generaied by the
plani is three times what it was before the
liberation, and the supply of current to the na-
l"ional capital is ample and uninter.riipted.

People's China



Work is easier and more pleasant. Coal
for the plant used to be pushed manually in
waggonettes. Now it is conveyed mechani-
cally. With the installation of smoke control,
fuel is used more efficiently and there is no
more of the soot that used to blacken every-
thing in and around the plant, and damage the
health of the workers.

In the old days, wages were so low that we
could hardly make ends meet. In 1949, after
the liberation, they were very considerably
raised. Between 1949 and 1953 they rose a
further 30 per cent. Besides wages, the
rvorkers enjoy the benefit of payments for extra
production and various social services. The
working day is 8 hours instead of 12 to 16

hours.

Rows of newly-built brick houses for
rvorkers have taken the place of the old mud
huts. A secluded villa in the hills that a
bureaucratic-capitalist built for his summer
retreat has now been made into a rest home
for workers. Another rest house is being built
in the beautiful Western Hills near Peking.

Democratic Organization

Our union, like all unions in China, is
thoroughly democratic in its organization. The
Shihchingshan branch embraces the vast
majority of the workers and staff of the plant.
Its highest organ is the general membership
meeting, which elects a plant committee of 13

acting on its behalf and accountable to it. All
members of the committee are workers, em-
ployees or technicians. Five of these members
devote their full time to trade union affairs for
the duration of their term while the rest con-
tinue to work in production.

Elected committees also exist in each shop.
All trade union members are further organized
into basic units, or as we call them, "small
groups," generally of 20 persons working on the
same job on the same shift. Ttris structure
guarantees that the opinions and demands of
the rank-and-file come to me and the other
members of the plant committee in the shortest
possible time, while our decisions are made
known to the membership just as quickly.

The process of fully airing important mat-
ters befor-e a decision is taken is well shown by
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what happened before we concluded the collec-
tive contract for the first quarter of this year.

First the trade union asked Director Wang
to report to a general meeting of aII members
on the work of the plant in 1953, and the tasks
assigned to our enterprise under the 1954 state
plan. These tasks fall under three main
heads: 1. guaranteed and safe transmission of
electricity; 2. increased output and economies
in production; 3. training of skiiled personnel
for the new plants arising in the course of the
nation's industrialization.

The report was followed by discussions at
all union levels from the committees down to
the small groups. Speciat meetings were also

convened to collect the criticisms and sugges-
tions of model workers, old workers and tech-
nicians. The opinions expressed touched on

every phase of production and welfare. They
were all written down, carefully studied and
analysed. A draft collective contract based
on the results of these discussions was jointly
drawn up by the vice-chairman of our trade
union and the deputy-director of the plant.
The draft was then presented to the member-
ship for a further discussion.

Many important suggestions by the rank-
and-file were adopted.

One example was the proposal of the steam
turbine room workers that the temperature in
their shop, which was too high both for the
health of the men and the proper functioning
of the machines, be maintained at approxi-
mately 35' C. Ttre provision of better insula-
tion and ventilation in the shop was incor-
porated in the final draft as one of the obliga-
tions of the plant administration.

How Problems Are Solved
Once a collective contract is signed, it

becomes a programme of action for the whole
plant. To carry out its obligations, the trade
union organizes productive emulation drives
among the workers. "Production meetings"
at various levels are one method of developing
the campaign. At these meetings, key pro-
blems that arise in the course of actual work
are examined and solved, and advanced ex-
perience is exchanged.

I would like to give one example of how
such a problem was dealt rvith.
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There had been an accident in which a
transformer caught fire when water seeped into
it after a snowfall and caused a short circuit.
Ttre cause, it turned out, was negligence
on the part of a repairman who had forgotten
to put an insulating cushion on the lid after
overhauling. Afterwards, one of the workers
had described negligence of this kind as a

"time bomb," which was bound to go off
some time, and his saying gained currency.
The Party and the trade union seized on the
phrase to start a safety movement on a plant-
wide scale. "Dig up the time bombs! Look
out for negligence! Find the causes of every
sssidsnf l"-fhsss were the slogans of the
campaign.

In the turbine room as in other shops, the
production meeting discussed the correct atti-
tude towards accidents. When the transformer
caught fire, a worker who had an excellent
record in safety drills happened to be on duty,
but he lost his head and took the wrong mea-
sures. Afterwards he was very worried about
this and became pessimistr'c-thinking that fixed
safety procedures and drills were useless be-
cause they did not help in real emergencies. To
counter this kind of thinking, the Party and
trade union got another worker, Liu Ming-
ching, who had remained cool and taken the
proper steps, to teII how he had been able to
do it. Liu, a Party member, said that he
always tried to get a thorough grasp of the
whole situation the minute he began a shift.
Before attending to the various instrument
panels in his own shop, he thought about what
was going on in other parts of the plant such
as the boiler temperature and even noted the
weather. i'With all these things in my head,"
he explained, "I find I can locate and deal with
any trouble that occurs rather quickly." His
talk dispelled the negative atmosphere. The
workers realized that constanl thoughtful vigil-
ance as well as adherence to rules is necessary
to overcome accidents, and that accidents can
really be prevented or overcome in this way.
Courage and confidence were regained.

In the course of emulation campaigns, the
Party and trade union are constantly on the
lookout for advanced ideas and methods that
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arise among the workers and technicians, and
they popularize them throughout the plant.

TLre most outstanding of these so far has
been the shift to low-grade coal, initiated by
boiler worker Liu Kuang-chin in 1952. Liu
actively took up the call of the Party to demon-
strate that such cheap coal, unsuitable for
coking and therefore for many industrial pur-
poses, could be used to generate electric cur-
rent. But when he tried it in a boiler, there
was a breakdown and the fire died out. Some
engineers sneerd at him, saying that our boil-
ers were for standard coal and could use noth-
ing else. But Liu was not discouraged. He
studied the ventilation, coal intake and other
characteristics of the furnaces, made the neces-
sary adjustments, and finally succeeded in prov-
ing his point. Today the plant uses low-grade
coal exclusively, greatly reducing production
costs and consuming no coking fuel, which is
so badly needed for other purposes. Moreover,
Liu Kuang-chin's initiative served as the start-
ing point of a movement against technological
conservatism, resulting in big increases in pro-
duction.

Mutual Help
The small groups form the foundation of

all our activities. Ttreir members help each
other in their work and problems of daily
life, the older workers assist the younger ones
and those who are technically advanced help
the less skilled. In April 1953, for instance,
there were a number of minor breakdowns in
the turbine room. A small group organizer,
'Wang Shih-chi, discovered that most of them
could be traced to the negligence of a worker
named Kao. In off-duty hours, he called on Kao
at his home and learned something of the cause
of this. He learned that Kao had previously
been demoted to a lorver grade job because of
past negligence and, when brought back to the
turbine room, thought this was just a stop-gap
measure until someone else could be found.
Wang explained that the transfer was really
an indication of the confidence of the plant ad-
ministration that Kao could do a good job and
retrieve his errors. The whole group helped
him to regain confidence. Thenceforth Kao
worked better and soon introduced some im-
portant improvements which helped his team
to win the plant-wide emulation drive in 1953.
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Under such circumstances, production and
the quality of work are rising all the time. In
1953 the plant supplied 11.52 per cent more
current than was planned, coal consumption
was 3.89 per cent below plan, and fuel costs
were 17.3 per cent under the original estimate.
Fifty-seven workers were cited as labour
models.

Bounties at Every I'urn

AII workers who contribute to improving
production receive bounties. There is a jocu-
Iar saying in the plant: "Before the liberation,
there was a tax at every turn; now there's a
bonus at every turn." Such extra payments
are made to winners of production contests, for
making rationalization proposals, for good
safety records, for overfulfilment of targets, etc.
In 1953 the bonuses received by Liu Kuang-
chin r,r'ho introduced the use of low-grade coal,
were equivalent to two years of his ordinary
wages. For the whole plant last year, such
payments amounted to 23 per cent of the entire
payroll.

In a.ddition to increased income from wages
and bonuses, the material and cultural facilities
available to the workers are constantly being
increased. In the collective agreement for the
second quarter of 1953, for instance, the ad-
ministration undertook to build one-storey
family bungalows with a total floor space of
more than 1,700 square metres and multi-
storeyed residential buildings with a floor space
of more than 2,000 square metres, to expand
the dining hall and to lay down an open-air
dance floor for the younger people. During
these years, the administration has also built a
spare-time rest home, a sanatorium for chronic
diseases, a school for the workers' children, a
day-nursery, library and club.

Some of these amenities, such as the dining
hall and residential buildings, were built for
the workers with funds provided by the state.
Besides these funds, there is the Director's
tr'und. When the production plan is fulfilled,
this fund benefits to the extent of 5 per cent
of the profit that the plant turns over to the
state. If extra profits are made, 20 per cent of
these excess profits are paid into it. The direc-
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tor uses this fund entirely for welfare purposes
in consultation with the trade union.

Finally, there is the labour insurancre fund
amounting to 3 per cent of the payroll. This
is administered by tlrc union, which pays out
statutory sick and accident beneflts, makes
grants to workers in case of unforeseen finan-
cial difficulties and supervises the operation of
all welfare establishments. Ttre plant com-
mittee of the trade union has a member espe-
cially in charge of this work.

In Close Touch with Workers

Ttre workers and the trade union officers
are always in touch with each other. I myself
make a tour of the plant once a week to see if
there are any problems which have not come
through by the normal channels, and other
members of our committee do the same. 'Work-

ers regard the union headquarters as their own
home and drop in with all sorts of questions,
concerning both production and their daily life.
Some time ago, a worker complained to us that
the administration had not announced the
safety plan for a boiler-overhauling job, which
it had pledged to do in the collective agree-
ment. We criticized the administration, and
it soon remedied its oversight.

After hours, the union provides the work-
ers with every opportunity both to educate
themselves and for rest and recreation. Many
workers as well as administration cadres of
worker origin attend the evening school. Both
Director 'Wang and I, for example, have been
taking cultural courses there to make up for
our lack of schooling in early youth.

At the club, there are three movie per-
formances a week: we do not have to take the
trouble of going to the theatres in the city.
The workers have their own band and a Peking
Opera troupe which is much in demand in the
surrounding viilages. Our basketball team
often plays those from other factories, and we
have one man on the Peking 'W'orkers' Team.

Ttris is a brief account of how our trade
union works. In mobilizing the workers to
take part in the socialist construction of our
country, our trade union has proved itself an
indispensable assistant of the Communist Party.
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The Problem of Reforming the

Chinese Written Longuoge

The editoriol board, of "Peopre's china" has receioed. many letters lrom read"ers re-
questing information qr, the probrem, oJ reform,ing the chinese untten langunge. The
Ioll@oing ercerpt from a letter bg p. N. Rudenko oJ Kharkotr, u.s.s.R., is typtcal of
these inquirtes:

"The chinese language is still targetg pictographic. such a language, so far as I
knous, imped'es the progress of educotivn" among the broail rlosses of the people. I
uondq if any attempt has been made to grad,uattg reform the chlnese language on a
phonetic basis? r would also like to know whether such a relorrn is at aLL porrlut..,,

rn answer to such queries, u)e are pleosed, to present the forlowing articte bg wet.
Chueh, Vice-Chalrmon of the Con'Ln"Littee lor the Research on the Reforrn of the Chinesewntten Languo.ge, which giues a popular erpocltiatu of the nature of this probrem and,
horo it is proposed. to solue it. Our read,er's attenti.on is also drawn to the arti,cle on the
historical detselopment of the chinese urrtten ranguage bg chen Meng-chia, *The ongin
and Deuelopment of Chinese Script,', in,,people,s Chlna," No. S, 1g54,-Ed,

IVei Chueh
Vice-Chairman of the Committee tor the Research
on the Reform of the Chinese Written Langu"age

to coin new characters, but the great majority
of new characters were formed by the ideo-
phonetic method. Ttris shows that the Chinese
people have employed the phonetic method of
developing their written language from very
early times. Ideo-phonetic characters are com-
posed of two parts: one, phonetic, which con-
veys pronunciation, and the other, ideographic,
which gives a clue to the meaning but does not
affect pronunciation. Here are two examples:

Structure of Chinese Written Language

The Chinese written language employs
separate characters, each of which is com-
posed of various kinds of strokes. Some of the
more widely used strokes 3r€i r -l J t) ty L L y 11. Chinese characters mad.e of these
strokes may either be simple like { Uerz:man),; (erh: two), z! (shoo: Iadle); or com-
plex like E(tt: beautiful) or !f,(tu: dew).

Ttre original Chinese script was pictogra-
phic, but the development of pictographic writ-
ing in the Chinese language has long ceased.
Such pictographs, if they may still be so called,
as exist at the present time, are quite different
from what they used to be in the remote past.
Take the character- RF (Uu: rain) for example,
it was originally written asf;, in ancient times.
It is clear what great changes have taken place
in writing it since then.

During the course of development of the
Chinese language, various methods were used

I8

Ifowever, these ideo-phonetic characters are
not spelt out with letters of an alphabet.

One sometimes asks, what is the relation
between characters and words in the Chinese
language?

Character

Gano:
E irou-s"l

* Ghung:
'tyr loyal)

Sound
Indicator

T $ans:fr square)
g Ghung:I centre)

Meaoing
Inilicator

p (hu: door)

. (hsin:
/L\ heart)
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Installing a giant
machine in the
Harbin Electrical
tr[achinery PIant,
u,hich rvi1l soon
go into production

Reconditioned Cow-
pel stove ior heat-
ing the air blast at
the Maanshan Iron
Smelting PIant
iAnhu.ei Province).
Six blast iurnaces
have been r:ecom-
missioned here after
being out of use for

over eight years

Assembling lvater-cooling pipes in the'bc,iler room of Chungking's No. 507
automatic power plsnt, the flrst of its
l<ind in Southrvest China. It rr,as corn-

missioned in April this year

Four New Pro jects

For Socialist

Industrialization

In the fine-yarn shop of the Peking
State-orvned No. 1 Cotton Mil1. '"vhich

began trial operations this April



PEKING'S MAY DAY PA
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Workers of the North China General Agricultural Machinerl' plant
proudl-v displal' their products in the parade

"Safeguard World Peacel"-a float car-r'ied b1, Peking students

The leading column of vrorkers in the !
IIen They are carrl-ing the slogan "Str

General Line of Policl- in the Pe

Nlassed ranks oI paladers malching pi

.'il
" ',4/n | '
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RADE

reat demonstration befot'e the Tlen An
rggle for the Realization of the Natioo'-s
riod of Transition to Socialisml

st belore thc Tten An llen

Chait'rlran Mao Tse-tung '.vith the tu,o Young Pioneers u'ho prescnted
bouquets to him on the lostlum at Tien An Men

Sonre of the;nany'{ol'eign guests \\'ho celebr.ated }Iay Day rvith
the people ot' Peking
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The renovated Tayeh
Steel Plant rvill form
part of the new Cen-
trai China lron and

Steel Works

These high-tension
cables carry electri-
city from Huang-
shih's renovated
porver station to in-
dustrial enterprises
in the locality and in
othel areas as rvell

A new, fully
equipped sana-
torinm for Huang-

shih's rvorkers

IN HUANGSHIH

A New lndustriol Centre

Stretching along the banks of the
Yangtze in Hupeh Province, Huangshih
has grown since liberation from trvo
small settlements into a modern indus-
trial town. The Central China Iron
and Steel Works, one of the key pro-
jects of the First Five-Year PIan, will
soon be built here, and when completed
will make Huangshih one of China's

greatest iron and steel centres
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Characters may be said to be the consti-
tuent elements of words. A single character
may be a word by itseU or it may combine
with one or more characters to form a word.
Thus the character @(hsueh) may be used as

a word by itself, meaning "to study"; it may also
combine with the character *. (usen: writing)
to form the word *.4 (wen hsueh), meaning
"literature," or combine with the characters ftfu
(sheng toz: living things) to form the word
$Wq @heng wu hsueh), meaning "biology."
There are also words that contain an even
greater number of characters. Tttus f*€*#
(she hui chu i: socialism) is a wbrd of four
characters, while EH**# (lco chi chu i
che: internationalist) and $ffid;f*# (ta erh
wen chu i che: Darwinist) are words of five
and six characters respectively.

TLre countless number of ways in which
characters may be grouped make the formation
of such compound words or terms an easy
matter. Thus the contemporary Chinese lan-
guage has a very rich and varied vocabulary.

As a word may consist of one or more
characters with each character forming a dis-
tinct syllable, and as words are the basic ele-
ments of the language, the Chinese language
cannot be said to be monosyllabic. Some sino-
logists fail to understand the true relation be-
tween characters and words in the Chinese
language, so they make the mistake of con-
sidering it a monosyllabic language; there are
Iikewise no grounds for saying that the Chinese
language is poor in vocabulary and expressions.

Is It Difficult to Learn Chinese?

If we base our comparison on the struc-
tural elements of the written language, it can
indeed be said that Chinese is more difficult to
learn than the phonetic languages.

Most Chinese characters are very com-
plicated and difficult to write. The analysis of
the strokes used in Chinese characters (given
in the first paragraph of this article) may tend
to give the impression that they are all very
simple. But most characters are composed of
seven or more strokes, and it is by no means a
simple matter to put these strokes together in
the proper order to form the characters. 'We can
more fully appreciate the difficulty when we
know that these basic strokes do not represent
sounds or syllables.
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In the phonetic languages one can fair-
ly easily spell out any word if one knows
its pronunciation. But with the Chinese lan-
Buage, to Iearn a character one has to learn
three things: how to pronounce it, how to write
it and how to understand its meaning-know-
ing the one does not mean knowing the other.
In this respect it is much more difficult to learn
Chinese than a phonetic language.

In point of grammatical inflections Chinese
is, however, comparatively easy. It has not
the host of inflections which European lan-
guages have. In the Chinese language the
noun, pronoun and adjective do not change
with the case. Nor does the verb change with
the person of its subject. So when one masters,
let us say, two thousand Chinese characters to-
gether with their combinations and the basic
rules of their usage, one is sufficiently equipped
to read popular books and newspapers. As to
speech and writing, they depend upon practice'
But this applies to any language.

Reform, Past and Present

Why, then, must the Chinese written lan-
guage be reformed? In the phonetic languages,
the letters of the alphabet, which are not very
numerous, are the primary elements and all
words are built up with them. On the other
hand, the Chinese written language is made up
of thousands of characters, each of which is
different in form and is composed of various
numbers of strokes. Every character in the
Chinese written language is a distinct unit in
itself. For this reason, besides being difficult
to read and write, the Chinese language is very
inconvenient for use in type-setting, typewrit-
ing, telegraphy, indexing and lexicography.

Type-setting, for instance, in countries
which have a phonetic script is almost univer-
sally done by linotype; in China, however, all
type-setting has to be done by hand. Up to
the present, it has not been possible to make a
commercial linotype capable of operating effi-
ciently with several thousand,separate charac-
ters. Such facts show that the reform of the
Chinese script is necessary.

The movement to change the Chinese
written language into a phonetic one began
some sixty years ago. Dozens of schemes have
been proposed during that time, but only a few
of the more important need be mentioneil here.
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LeJt: A page from a mass primer published at the
beginning of this century in which the Chinese
characters appear alongside the same words writ-
ten in the Alphabet for Mandarin Chinese, in-
vented by Wang Chao. Rigl:';t: A page from a
workers' anal peasants' primer published in New
China. The Chinese characters are accompanieal
by the symbols of the Phonetic "Alphabet" which

indicate how they are pronounceal

In 1892, Lu Kan-cl-rang invented tlne Chieh
Yin Hsin Tzu (New Phonetic Alphabet)
modelled on the Latin alphabet. In 1900,
Wang Chao invented the Kuan Hua Ho Sheng
'Izu Mu (An Alphabet for Mandarin Chinese),
which was later revised by Lao Nai-hsuan.
There was an attempt to popularize Wang
Chao's "alphabet," but it was soon proscribed
by the reactionary Manchu government.

In 1913, under the auspices of the Ministry
of Education of the Peking government, a con-
ference was held to consider the uniflcation of
pronunciation. Although the collectively de-
vised Chu Yin Tzu Mu (Phonetic "Alphabet")
was approved by the conference, the govern-
ment only conflrmed this approval officially in
1918 after a delay of flve years. For some time
the forty symbols of this phonetic alphabet
were used in textbooks for primary schools
to help children study the characters. Thus
the phonetic symbols V T - (< X z- x (ai hst
kung uu) would be printed alongside the phrase

#IEDW (care for public property), giving
its sound. After 1933, however, the populariza-
tion of these symbols praetically ceased.
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In 1951, Chi Chien-hua, an instructor of
the People's Liberation Army, revived the
phonetic alphabet as an important aid in his
teaching method and subsequently Llsed it to
develop his "quick method of learning Chinese
characters." This method gave very satisfac-
tory results and was soon adopted by short-
term literacy classes throughout the country.
But it must be noted that these phonetic sym-
bols are merely aids for pronouncing Chinese
characters and are not meant to replace the
Chinese characters.

In 1925 ttre Kuo Yu Lo Ma Tzu Pin Yin
Fang Shih (Method of Spelling Chinese with
Roman Letters) appeared. But it was not
popularized although its sponsors in 1928 got
the Kuomintang government to give it official
approval. By this method, as the name im-
plies, Chinese words are spelt with letters of
the Roman alphabet in accordance with their
pronunciation. Thus the term EIE+.$ (Kuo
Ytn Tzu Mu: Phonetic Alphabet for National
Pronunciation) is spelt Gtooin. Tzyhmuu.

In 1928, with the assistance of the Soviet
philologists V. M. Alekseev and A. A. Dragunov,
Chu Chiu-pai, famous Chinese revolutionary
and writer, and'Wu Yu-chang,* an enthusiastic
leader of the mass education movement, work-
ed out the La Ting Hua Hstn Wen Tzu (Tlr:,e
New Latinized Written Language), according
to which all the Chinese words are to be spelt
rvith letters of the Latin alphabet. This Latiniz-
ed language was intended to replace the origin-
al Chinese characters altogether. To give an
example, the phrase ftdABn (Chi Nien Lu
I{sztz: Commemorate Lu Hsun) would, by this
method, be written Glnian Lusin.

In 1931, the "New Latinized 'Written Lan-
guage" was used experimentalty by the Chinese
community living in Vladivostok. Since its in-
troduction into China, progressive intellectual
groups have publicized it widely. Hundreds
of books and magazines written and published
by individuals or various public bodies have
expounded its advantages, It ',','as put into
practical use on a considerable scale in certain
places, especially during the War of Resistance

* President of the China People's University and
Vice-Chairman of the Com.rnittee for the Research on
the Reform of the Chinese Written Language.
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to Japanese Aggression, in the Shensi-Kansu-
Ningsia Border Region, which was then under
the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party.

Chairman Mao's Directive
The Chinese Communist Party and Chair-

man Mao Tse-tung pay great attention to the
matter of the reform of the Chinese written
language. In the New Democrocg, written in
1940, Chairman Mao says:

. Our tvritten language must be reforrned
on certain conditions, and our spoken language
must be brought close to that of the people. We
must know that the people are the inexhaustibly
rich source of our rwolutionary culture.

The nation-wide victory won by the new-
democratic revolution in China has now pro-
vided favourable conditions for the reform of
the written language. In order to carry out
this reform under proper guidance and in a
systematic manner, the Central People's Gov-
ernment in May 1951 set up a preparatory com-
mittee for the establishment of a Committee
for the Research on the Reform of the Chinese
'Written Language. Its terms of reference in-
cluded the taking of preliminary steps to sim-
plify the Chinese characters in answer to the
urgent need for popularization of education.

"To simplify" has been defined as meaning
to reduce the total number of Chinese charac-
ters in practical use as well as the number of
strokes making up the characters. As a result
of careful research, the preparatory commit-
tee has as a flrst step settled on 2,000 charac-
ters as a working vocabulary for the compila-
tion of textbooks for the workel and peasant
masses in the mass movement to liquidate illi-
teracy.

The Committee for the Research on the
Reform of the Chinese Written Language was
finally established on February 5, 1952, after
more than a year of preparatory work. Its
main tasks are as follows:

( 1) To do research work on the Chinese
characters and to draw up a plan for
their simpliflcation.

(2) To work out a new phonetic system
for the Chinese written language.

To reform a written language which has
been in use for thousands of years and is still
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in living use, and change it into a phonetic one
is a gigantic task; it is fraught with difficulties
and requires great labour and patience to carry
through successfully. It has therefore been
proposed that the work of reform be carried out
in two successive stages.

First Stage

The first stage will be to simplify the Chi-
nese characters. This will be done along two
Iines. Eirst, in certain cases where several
characters have the same pronunciation, only
one may be retained. For example: since the
characters E, ffir,tB, E, ffi are all pro-
nounced po, the last four characters may very
well be discarded, retaining only the flrst char-
acter (these characters are today rarely used
separately; they have no modern meaning by
themselves but only as adjuncts to other char-
acters or groups of characters). Again, since the
character F (kuo: fruit) may also be u'ritten
s' and the two characters have the same pro-
nunciation and meaning, there is really no need
to continue use of the latter.

Secondly, there will be simpliflcation of
the writing of the characters or reduction of

tl9

lill r l] i;lii*;-'ttt:; J.r:l or,ri ).,: .. rr,rl?. {(.}
.lrlv-it )i!ctt Jr:h-1ili de.

,ll \]it,tI. lttirn:e-ie+*rntr :):iridr'r:i r, ,i-rhrn l* ha,

{'irain yiijing yrlibey h;r; }e t:iry rn':n rv;r) d', a3ho*j lt,

li 1I:LlN (rwi lrc:tg-,itar- u'*1,rrt'r) Xin jluede nra'i'
jirnn dal-i iiur lrao idron ne. Chcro '!l:ian'vhen{}

LlsNl.lI, trlco keryii h: 'kcr'-rii tur.rurhyh i*dean
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Upper: A page from "The Last Five Minutes,"
a play printed in accordance with the Methorl
of Spelling Chinese with Roman Letters (pub-
Iishetl in 1929). Loroer: A page from the pamphl€t
"We Saw the Sovict Union," published in the New

Latinized Ylrritten Language ln 1953
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the number of strokes used to write them.
Itre Committee has already made a preliminary
selection of about five hundred simplified
characters in current use, such as ffi for fiS(ti: body) and ff for * (chi: even), which
are much easier to read and write than the ori-
ginal characters. AII these simplified charac-
ters, together with other newly coined simpli-
fied characters, will, aJter due consideration
and test, be given formal recognition; and the
superfluous and cumbersome original charac-
ters will be discarded.

Furthermore, the subsequent adoption of
an alphabet will first of all lead to its use to
write all names of persons and places as well
as commonly used characters which defy suit-
able simplification.

Second Stage
The second stage will be the gradual popu-

larization of the phonetic system. Work is aI-
ready proceeding on the devising of a Chinese
phonetic system for writing the common
language (formerly called Mandarin) in accord-
ance with the Peking pronunciation. As soon
as the new alphabet, together with certain
rules of spelling, are decided on, experiments in
learning the new alphabet will be carried out
in certain key localities. The results of the ex-
periments wiII then be carefully analysed and,
if necessary, revisions of the new alphabet or
rules of spelling will be made. Meanwhile, a

phonetically arranged dictionary will be pre-
pared. After this has been done and other fur-
ther preparations made, the new phonetic lan-
guage will gradually be put into general use.

By this time a start may be made on translat-
ing into the new phonetic language a1I imporT-
ant works, treatises and documents on politics'
economics, literature and science originally
written in the old Chinese characters.

In a word, we may saY with confidence
that the replacing of the present Chinese writ-
ten language with a new phonetic one will cer-
tainly be brought about in the future. It will
be a process of reforming the Chinese written
Ianguage through a gradual transition in-
volving at first the use of phonetic words toge-
ther with simplified Chinese characters and
finally the sole use of the phonetic system.

Ever since the May Fourth Movement of
1919, the pai hua (the spoken language of the
people) has been increasingly used in Chinese
writings. This has paved the way for the de-
velopment of a phonetic language. Further-
more, the movement for a phonetic language
has accumulated a great deal of valuable ex-
perience since its start in the closing years of
the Manchu Dynasty and especially during the
last thirty odd years. There is no doubt that,
with the leadership of the Chinese Communist
Party and Chairman Mao Tse-tung, the task
of reforming the Chinese written language will
be successfully carried through.

Treasure Seeters on the

Sikang -Tibet Plateau

HE Central People's Government an-
nounced its decision in May 1951 to send

a group of scientific workers to survey the na-
tural resources and study social conditions on
the Sikang-Tibet Plateau. The team finally
chosen included specialists of various kinds,
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W'ang Hsi-ti

both experienced veterans and young men and
women fresh from college. I felt myself for-
tunate indeed to be selected as a member of
this team, and like all others in the party, was
proud of the great trust placed in us by our
motherland.

People's Chino



Left: A geological prospecting group makes its rvay through a snol\r-
covered. valley on their way to the Pomi area on the Sikang-Tibet Plateau
Right: A typical scene in the upper valley of the Nu River, Tibet

In early June, we took leave of the capital
and set out for the distant frontier area-the
famed "Roof of the World."

The plateau rises from 3,000 to over 4,000
metres above sea level. The air at such aLti-
tudes is thin, and we newcomers found our-
selves extremely short of breath while climbing
its mountains. Our strength seemed to be sap-
ped away; our hearts pounded violently, as if
ready to jump out of our breasts. But a-fter
several months' practice, we gradually adapted
ourselves to the height. 'We became real fron-
tiersmen. We learned to climb the soariag
peaks. We became adept at swiftly pitching
our tents to protect ourselves from the violent
winds, pouring rain and hailstorms, which are
common occurrences on the plateau and come
up vzith startling suddenness.

'W'e travelled little known areas. Once we
moved {or several days across a great snow-
claci mountain and discovered a densely
forested area. Thel'e was not a single house-
hold within scores of kilometres. We pitched
eamp deep in the p1ace, encircled by the snow-
clad mountains. To drive arvay the cold and
gloorniness cf the forests and, incid_entally, to
protect ourseives from the wild fcrest animals,
r,r'e built a flarning bonflre of piled 1ogs. We
sat around it in a circle, and by its light dis-
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cussed our plans or read the books we had
brought with us.

tr{ost Welcome News

On another occasion, after traversing
several mountain ridges, we arrived at a ham-
let named Chiaka. Our Tibetan guide told us
that the People's Liberation Army had once
passed this way on their march to the frontier
of our motherland. He told us how completely
everything they did embodied Chairman Mao's
national policy of equality and unity. The
armymen helped the local peasants reap the
green rye, and this left a particularly deep im-
pression on the Tibetans. Learning that we
were also sent by Chailman l\[ao, the local
inhabitants treated us like their own family
folk, begging us to stay in their homes. Finally
we were accommodated in the home of
Tsaweng Lachia, an old Tibetan. On the fol-
lou.ing day, many of our new neighbours
crowded into the house. They brought us
honey, butter and pheasants.. . . We had a

splendid meal. Then we received the most
welcome news. An old man, grey-haired and
wearing a darkish-brou'n long gown, stepped
forward and told us that iron ore had been dis-
covered. in the area.

The old man, Yihsi Tsejen, proved to be a

blacksmith. He had spent most of his life in
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the mountain wilderness mining and smelting
iron, and he knew exactly where the iron ore
could be found. Happily promising to lead us
to the spot, he murmured reverently, "The
Kinsha River is 1ong, but it has an end. There
is no end to Chairman Mao's benevolence."

The next day, accompanied by this fine old
man, we rode our horses to the snow-covered
mountain where the iron ore lay. The wind
blew hard and the path up the mountain was
very difficult. But the old blacksmith was
tireless, explaining with many energetic ges-
tures all that he knew about these parts.

Following a stratum of limestone rock
up the side of the mountain, we noticed many
smail natural stone pillars on a layer of lime-
stone-these were corallites. At the same
time, Jen Tien-pai, one of our team, discovered
many fossils of trilobites and shells. These
fossils showed that this stratum of rock be-
longed to the carboniferous period, and there-
fore indicated the real possibility of coal de-
posits in the area. As we neared the mountain-
top, we saw layers upon layers of black rocks
all around us! But unfortunately it was turning
dark, and we w-ere unable to continue to pro-
spect for the suspected coal deposit. Very un-
willingly we returned to the village for the
night. That evening we discussed our flnds on
the mountain, and decided to stay a few more
days in Chiaka, to locate the coal deposit.

Several days passed by. We had almost
covered every likely place in the nearby moun-
tains, but without success. Once we asked our
o1d host, "Have you ever heard in the neigh-
bourhood about black stones that can be used
as firewood?" He stared at us in amazement
and shook his head to our disappointment: "Are
there really such strange stones in the world?"
he asked. "People say all sorts of precious
things can be found in the mountains, but I've
never heard of such strange stones."

Once more we continued our search. It
was a cold day. \rr'e left Chiaka far behind
and climbed over one mountain ridge after an-
other. Then we advanced down a deep valley.
Among the rubble which had rolled down from
the mountain, we found many glinting, soft,
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greyish-black pieces of material which broke
instantly into thin plates when tapped with a
hammer. Ttrey left a black stain on our
fingers-graphite!

With this find to guide us, we lifted our
heads and scanned the mountainside to find out
where the graphite came from. It was from a
granitic peak, and oddly enough, the graphite
was embedded in it.

That evening we reviewed the fruits of our
day's labour. But the whereabouts of the coal
deposit still remained a mystery. Science told
us that coal can be turned into graphite under
conditions of high temperature. Since there
was graphite, there must be a coal deposit in
the vicinityl

And so we spent more than ten days in the
area of Chiaka looking fruitlessly for coal.
Before we left, however, we decided to make
a flnal try. Our persistence and energy were
flnally rewarded!

The Stones That Burn

That day, we spotted a layer of what
looked like inky black rock near a mountain-
top, so we hopefully made our way up there.
When we got to the spot, there was no trace
of coal. But soon we noticed a sort of greyish-
black dust sandwiched between two layers of
hard rock. And when we had removed the
dust with our hands, we found that we were
digging out lumps of glittering coal!

We were overjoyed at this discovery and
filIed several bags with the coal to bring back
to the village. Already in our excited im-
aginations, we could see taII hoists installed
here to draw up this precious food of industry
from the shafts, electric lights flooding these
hillsides and molten iron pour sparkling from
blast furnaces.

Back in the village, we invited the old
blacksmith and his neighbours to come and see

"the stones that burn like flrewood." The next
day, we led a whole group of villagers to where
we had discovered the coal and explained to
them on the spot the rudiments of how to

People's China



lopate ores. Then we continued on our
journey.

We spent a considerable time surveying
the natural resources in other parts of the
Sikang-Tibet Plateau. Finally, we arrived at
Changtu, and here one day a cadre of the
Changtu local government handed us a strange
gift, saying it was from the inhabitants
of Chiaka-a cow-hide bag filled, it seemed,
with heavy weights. On opening it, we found
it contained a whole collection of ores. After
we had left the village, the inhabitants had
apparently started a regular campaign to gather
"strange stones." And they had collected this
whole bagful of them. They sent it to the
hsiang government, which passed it on to the

county government, and so on from hand to
hand until it reached us.

We found that we now had nearly thirty
samples of different ores collected by the pea-
sants of Chiaka as well as by our own hands
in various parts of the plateau. Besides the
coal, there were ferrous and non-ferrous me-
ta1s, raw materials for the chemical and build-
ing industries. These rock samples symbolized
for us the love of the Tibetans for their mo-
therland, and their ardent enthusiasm in build-
ing a new life for themselves. These ores
showed also that here on the plateau, we have
everything ready to hand to found many indus-
tries-iron and steel, electricity, chemicals,
cement,. . .

From Worker to College Student

(-HU KUO-HUA worked for eleven years in
\J a factory. Today he is a second-year
student in college, an exemplary student, keen
on his study and always punctual in his attend-
ance at classes and study sessions.

This strapping young man of twenty-nine
with his muscular limbs and sun-tanned face
is typical of the students of worker or peasant
origin in the China People's University. Be-
fore liberation, he only managed to get six
years of schooling. Then his father, who had
been a hard-working labourer all his life, died.
Chu Kuo-hua, 14 years old at the time, had
to shoulder the responsibiiity of helping his
mother bring up his younger brothers and
sister. He got his first job in the Hocheng
Petroleum Works run by the Japanese who
were then in occupation of Northeast China.
He had to carry firebricks to the top of a 50-
metre-high gas furnace. Tired, dizzy at the
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Hsieh Cheng-chung

end of the day, blood from his lacerated should-
ers staining his worn, patched shirt, he had to
carry on under the crushing weight cf the
bricks for fear of the lash of the whip carried
by a brutal foreman.

In August 1944 he was transferred by the
Japanese to a dyke construction site. Working
conditions here were even harsher.

After the victory of the War of Resistance,
Chu Kuo-hua went back to factory work, but
he was soon thrown out of his job and became
unemployed when the corrupt and inefficient
Kuomintang managers cut back production.

Changed Beyond Recognition

Liberation came to his native town in
1948, and he again went back to work in the
factory. But now things were changed beyond
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recognition. The u,orkers had be-
come masters of the plant. The
new manager frequently came to
have a friendly chat with the
r,vorkers. He sought their advice
.on management and other ques-
tions and was constantly solicitous
for their rvelfare. Chu Kuo-hua
and his family soon moved into a
big neu' apartment building; he
got a substantial rvage increase
.and his living conditions improved
tremendously. Under these condi-
tions where each advance in
production and managemenf in
the factory was reflected in
the betterment of his life, it
was not surprising that his in-
terest and regard for the plant
increased and he shcwed an ever
greater zest in improving his
work.

In the autumn of 1949 the plant was asked
to produce increased supplies of oxygen for use
in repairing the railway in Liaosi Province.
Chu Kuo-hua knew that without this oxygen
the repairs would be delayed, and this in turn
would mean delaying the southward march of
the People's Liberation Army. He stayed to
work in the plant day and night. He racked
his brains trying to find a method of increasing
the productivity of the oxygen-producing ap-
paratus. Finally he not only succeeded in do-
ing this but brought about economies in pro-
,duction that saved the people's state the huge
sum of 5,800 million yuan a year. The manage-
tnent and his fellow workers were unstinting
in their praise. He was elected a national
rnodel worker, and soon after he was promoted
to be director of the hydrogen workshop.

In his new post, Chu Kuo-hua continued
his efforts to raise production. He also im-
proved labour safety measures in his ciepart-
ment.

Throughout the time that the plant was be-
ing rehabilii;ated after the liberation and whiie
he was director of the hydrogen production
workshop, Chu studied the techniques of pro-
duction with the help of the technicians. He
gave all the time he could to improving his gen-
eral education. He made rapid progress. With-
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Kuo-hua (2nd from ngh.t) anll his school-
mates in the electrical laboratory

in two years he was able to write by him-
self not only work reports but also articles for
the newspapers. When some Tsinghua Univer-
sity professors visited the plant, he drelv them
sketches of the machines to their complete satis-
faction, and gave them clear explanations of
the operations involved. The workers them-
selves raised the proposal: "It would be a
good idea to send Lao Chu to study in eollege
for a couple of years."

Off to College

In August 1951, the personnel department
of the plant was notifled that scholarships were
available for industrial workers to attend the
China People's University in Peking. The con-
ditions were that the candidate should have
reached a middle school leve1 of education,
have worked in a factory for at least flve years
and be under thirty years of age. Chu Kuo-
hua fully qualified on aII counts. Indeed, he
was more than qualifled: he was a national
model 'worker. With the agreement of the trade
uni.cn, the administration dispatched him to
Peking. While ire was studying, his family
v,'ould receive a special subsidy from the uni-
versity.

At the university, Chu Kuo-hua plung-
ed into his new tasks, but it was clear that
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some of the courses, Iike integral calculus
and geometry, were for the moment too difficult
for him to master. The university authorities
looked into the matter, and seeing that his gen-
eral educational background still needed some
reinforcing, assigned him to the preparatory
department which had been set up especially
for those students, former industrial workers
and revolutionary cadres, who needed some
preliminary coaching before they took up
normal university courses.

Chu Kuo-hua,found that it was no easy
matter to keep up with the courses like mathe-
matics, physics and chemistry even in the pre-
paratory department. But he applied himself
to his studies the same way he had done in the
factory; he was determined to overcome all
difficulties. When he came up against some-
thing he did not understand, he tried flrst to
get it straightened out himself; only when his
own resources utterly failed him did he go to
his instructor or schoolmates for help. His
diligence was rewarded, and finaIly he got
A grades for all courses. A year later he
was ready to attend regular classes at the uni-
versity.

As he had had some previous practical ex-
perience in the refining of petrol when he was
working in the petroleum plant, he chose this
as his major subject in the department of in-
dustrial economics.

Special Attention

The university professors paid special at-
tention to the worker students. His mathema-
tics instructor frequently coached him after
lecture hours in the subjects they had just dealt
with in the classroom. The generous help given
by the faculty was a constant source of en-
couragement to the worker students.

He also found that many of his classmates
rvere students transferred from other schools.
lhey had a higher level of education, and were
always ready to give their worker classmates a
helping hand. With such assistance, Chu Kuo-
hua successfully mastered physics, analytical
geometry and other courses of a theoretical na-
ture which only a few months before would
have seemed utterly beyond his comprehen-
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sion. He studied with great concentration and
diligence, and spent all his spare time on week-
days, Sundays or holidays working on the prob-
lems rvhich he had not succeeded in solving in
the past week, preparing for the next week's
lessons or studying Russian in order that he
might get a first-hand knowledge of the ad-
vanced experience of the Soviet Union. He can
already boast of a working knowledge of the
language. He kept up with the current situa-
tion by reading newspapers and magazines.
He also managed to read novels and general
publications related to his field of study.

His progress was rapid even in such a
difficult theoretical subject as dialectical mate-
rialism.

During the coming summer vacation he is
going along with the rest of his class to do ex-
perimental work at an oil fleld. Here he u'ill
have a chance to get some practical experience
on the job and test what he has learned about
industrial economics and oil-refining during the
past two years in the university.

Last year Chu Kuo-hua went back to his
native town to spend the summer vacation.
There were many changes, He found that the
plant had acquired new equipment and that
one of his younger brothers had become a fltter
and the other a gas worker.

There was a happy re-union. The young
workers of the factory crowded around Chu
Kuo-hua, plied him with questions about the
university and the worker students there, about
their studies, their life and their activities. Chu
Kuo-hua smilingly tried to satisfy their lively
interest. "There is a constantly increasing
number of worker and peasant students," he
told them. "After the victory of the people's
revolution, the doors of the schools and colleges
were thrown wide open to the workers."

Chu Kuo-hua stood before them as a liv-
ing example of what this meant.

One could see on their faces their confld-
ence that they too would follow in the steps of
Chu Kuo-hua and were determined to emulate
him.
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"The Dreom of the Red Chomber"

HE recent publication of a new, revised edi-
tion of The Dream of the Red Chamber,

the great 18th century novel by Tsao Hsueh-
chin, is an important event in the literary life
of Ne',v China. It is a striking expression
of the way in which the liberated Chinese peo-
ple cherish their literary heritage. It is a tri-
bute to the extraordinary realism and literary
skill of this 200-year-old masterpiece.

The Dream of the Red Chamber is a major
v,ork of more than 900,000 Chinese characters.
ft was circulated originally in hand-written
copies and achieved immense popularity when
it was flrst printed from wooden blocks and
published in 1791.

Story of a Feirdal Family

It is a story of the tragic love of two
cousins of an aristocratic feudal family v/oven
into the scene of the day-to-day life of the
fan:ily, its rise and gradual decay in 18th
century China. Rich in incident and intimate
detail, this incisive picture of a cross section
of the Chinese ruling class in the time of the
Ching Dynasty was written by one who be-
longed to that class, knew intimately the life
of its inner courts and, because he suffered
deeply from it, saw its rottenness with startl-
ing clarity albeit with a feeling of class self-
pitv.

The Chia family, whose fortunes are
tlaced in this book, owed its rise to two bro-
thers who received the title of duke for ser-
vices rendered to the emperor. These titles
wele hereditary and the family enjoyed a large
incone from its estates and allowances from the
treasury. It lived in magnificent style and had
great influence in public affairs. At the time
the story opens, the two dukes had died and
the family was headed by the daughter-in-law

The author is a well-known Chinese essayist and
research member of the Institute of Research on
Literature of Peking University.
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Yu Ping-po

of one of them, the Dowager Duchess Chia.
Her eldest son, Chia Sheh, was a rascal. Her
second, Chia Cheng, was an official and a
hypocrite. Chia Sheh's son, Chia Lien, was a
rake and his wi-fe, Mistress Feng, a clever, self-
seeking woman. The male descendents of the
other duke's family headed by Chia Chen were
even more decadent.

The central character of the novel, Chia
Pao-yu, Chia Cheng's son, fell in love with his
cousin, a Iovely but delicate girl, Lin Tai-yu,
who lived in the family mansion. Their mar-
riage, however, was opposed by the family
elders. Pao-yu was flnaIly tricked into mar-
riage with another cousin. Lin Tai-yu died
of a broken heart and Pao-yu himself, reduced
to the depths of despair, gave up the ll'orld and
became a monk.

Retribution overtook the Chia family.
Chia Sheh and Chia Chen were cashiered for
corrupt practices in official work and their
property was confiscated.

Picture of a Class

The novel exposes the economic roots of
the wealth and power of the Chia clan-brutal
exploitation of the peasants-and of the cor-
ruption that flnally destroyed it. This is
shown in the 53rd chapter, where the tenant
farmers of a Chia estate, in a year of poor har-
vests, brought in 2,500 taels of silver and several
cartloads of pigs, chickens, ducks, fish, veget-
ables. Chia Chen, thinking this too little, in
a passion scolded them: "What will I do
with this trash?...Where r,r'ill I get money
from except from you?" Members of the
family did not hesitate to blackmail each other.
They stole from the family treasury and use
their family influence to extort bribes. They
lent money out at usurious interest. Mistress
Feng alone was in possession of a whole trunk-
ful of LO.U.'s.

They used their influence ruthlessiy and
unscrupulously. t'We wouldn't care even if
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someone accused us of
rebellion," Mistress Feng
boasted arrogantly. Chia
Sheh brought about the
death of a man only to
get his collection of fans.
Mistress Feng, foi the
sake of a 3,000-tael
bribe, broke up a mar-
riage contract and caused
the death of two ycung
lovers.

Through the mouths
of various characters the
author bitingly com-
ments on these pillars of
f eudal society: "Only
the stone lions at their
gate are clean!" "Even
their cats and dogs are
perverted!" Luxury was
accompanied by greed
and baseness, but With

therne of the question of
freedom of marriage.

There was no freedom
of marriage in feudal
society. The personal
interests of the young
people were subordinat-
ed to those of the familY
clan to which they be-
Ionged. A "good" mar-
riage was looked upon
as a means to streng-
then the power and
wealth of a clan.

Marriages were per-
force marriages of con-
venience arranged by the
heads of c1ans. ManY
were the tragedies that
resulted from this over-
riding of all natural at-
tachments between young
men and women that
did not suit their clans'it all there was a stern portrait of Tsao llsueh-chin, author of

insistence on the obser- "The Dream of the Red Chamber" interests. This is why,
vation of the outward (painted in 1762) despite their love for
f,orms of decorum and decency. This was not each other, Pao-yu and Lin Tai-yu were pre-
sulprising, as this conventional decorum and vented from marrying. Lin Tai-yu was an
ceremony was the last moral support of the orphan, the daughter of a censor of the salt
rotten feudal system. When this went, all was inspectorate. The girl finally chosen for Pao-
gone. So even in the midst of their evil-doing, yu was the daughter of a millionaire purveyor
they rnor-rthed the time-honoured precepts to the imperial household.
about propriety, fllial piety and so on. Thus, through a myriad incidents and

It .*'as in the name of such propriety that personages, the author takes the reader into
Chia Cheng near-ly beat to death his son, the heart of this feudal mansion and into the
Pao-yu. It can thus be imagined how these secret places of the hearts of its inhabitants,
monsters and hypocrites treated their servalts creating a convincingly true picture of such a

and slaves. When Chiao Ta, an old servant feudal family and its doings'
who had several times saved the life of one The leading characters stand out in sharp
of the dukes in battle, got drunk, he was seized relief. Ttre author is not afraid of showing
and bound and forced to eat horse dung. When them "in the round." T'hey are not cardboard
one of the maids annoyed her mistress, she was flgures, but living beings with failings and
driven from her bed, though she was i1l, and good qualities, interwoven as in life. In the
thrown out of the house. She died the next flrst place, there is Pao-yu, the hero. Many of
day. the sentiments of the author are voiced by

Theme of luarriag" him' He hates baseness' defies the accepted
ethics, despises the orthodox ambitions of his

The author deals with many of the basic class and the squalid squabbling for official
facts of the li-fe of feudal China: the position preferment and honours. He hates the way
of the peasants, the patriarchal system, family man exploits man and wishes that due respect
relations, the position of women; but, like a be paid to women. Despite his failings that
red thread \Moven through its texture runs the stem from his upbringing-his effeminacy and
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his love of luxury-he represents the youth
who strives for nobler ideals. His ideas are
shared by Lin Tai-yu. This meeting of minds
is a source of their love, but in the conclitions
of the feudal society in which they lived, such
ideals and such love were inevitably doomed
to a tragic fate.

The Author
The author of the novel, Tsao Hsueh-chin,

was born about 1723. His novel unflnished,
he died in 1763. He had completed 80 chap-
ters, but the manuscript drafts for the rest
were lost. Some 20 years later, a new edition
of the novel appeared with an additional 40
chapters. These new additions are ascribed to
Kao O, a minor official.

The Drearn of the Red Chamber is based
on an intimate knowledge of the kind of life
described. The author came of a rich aristo-
cratic family which had been ennobled in the
service of the Manchu rulers, and in the early
days of the Ching (Manchu) Dynasty enjoyed
the favour of the court, managing for three
generations the imperial brocade making works
in Nanking. But as a result of a palaee coup
d'etat the Tsao family was ruined. Following
this, Tsao Hsueh-chin lived in poverty in the
western suburbs of Peking. Here for more
than ten years he worked on his novel until
his death.

Kao O, it is clear, did not fully follow out
the intentions of the original author, but in-
dulged his own inclinations in completing
the work. He describes the ruin of the Chia
family as a result of its crimes, and the out-
come of Pao-yu's ill-fated marriage to his
rich cousin, but by way of tribute to the
established order of things-about which the
original author certainly had his reservations

-Kao O has Pao-yu finally take the imperial
exams before he becomes a monk and hints
that the Chia family may sti1l repair its for-
tunes. Many facts show that all this was not
in Tsao Hsueh-chin's original plan.

The Dream of the Red Chamber is one of
the great masterpieces of fiction. It rises like
a pinnacle above the general level of the fiction
of that day in China. It is in the class of the
very greatest novels.

. Exposes Feudalism
The pTstna o! the Red Chamber is a swan

song of the feudal system in China. Contem-
porary interest in it is centred in the penetrat-
ing realism with which it exposes that system.
TLre author was equipped for this task because
of his wide knowledge of its life. He knew
wealth and luxury, then he was hurled into
poverty. In the course of this social trans-
formation, he made a wide circle of acquaint-
ances in every stratum of society.

This extraordinary ach-
ievement has its roots
deep in the Chinese
literary heritage: The
author was greatly in-
fluenced by the Western
Charnber, a drama of the
Yuan Dynasty (1280-
1368). In his novel he
frequently uses phrases
and sentences from the
Western Chamber, and
some descriptions of
places are actually ad-
apted from this drama.
The author is also direct-
Iy indebted to the novels
of the Yuan and Ming
Dynasties, such as Ching
Ping Mei, Water Margin,
Pilgrimage ,to the West,

Painteil clay-figures modelled by the folk artist Chang Ching-hu show
the hero and heroine of "The Dream of the Reil Chamber," antl some of

their young friends at a painting party in the Chia mansion
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and others, both in regard to the development
of various episodes and in many of the ideas
expressed. He also proceeded further along the
course of social comment set by his predeces-
sors.

This work is, of course, steeped in the cuI-
ture of the great literary works of the past.
The author received a wide literary education
and was the friend of famous scholars. His
masterpiece is composed with immense skill
and a fertile literary ingenuity. In its use of
language it surpasses aII its predecessors, dex-
terously handling the vernacular Peking dia-
lect and adroitly weaving into it the sophisti-
cated scholars' tongue. In these respects ?he
Dream of the Red Chqmber is an invaluable
contribution to Chinese literature and forms a
part of the rich heritage of the Chinese people.

The novel, of course, has blemishes.
Since his work was directed against the feudal
system and some of its most cherished shib-
boleths, the author often, for safety's sake, had
to resort to hints and obscurity to mask his
meanings.

No better appreciation of this novel could
be given than the words of Engels:

. . . A socialist-biased novel fully achieves its
purpose, in my view, if by conscientiously de-
scribing the real mutual relations and breakiag
down conventional illusions about them, it shat-
ters the optimism of the bourgeois world, in-
stilling doubt as to the eternal character of the
existing order, evcn though the author does not
offer any defilite solution or does not even line
up openly on any particular side. (Marc anil
Engels on Literature.)

In the past two hundred years, this novel
was bitterly denounced by the feudal rulers as

a disgusting calumny on the conventional
feudal order of things. However, it was read
and enjoyed by the people and particularly
by the youth who sympathized with Pao-yu
and Tai-yu's fate and enjoyed the author's
jibes at the old society. The new assessment
which is being given to it by modern critics
has revealed its profounder values. Its re-
publication today and study by the present
literary generation brings new instruction
and enjoyment to the mass of readers in
People's China.

Book Review

Lin W'u-sun

whieh he said was "final." According to
Dean's ultimatum, any agreement that might
be reached in the Korean Political Conference
would not be binding on Syngman Rhee. The
Chinese delegate, Huang Hua, classified this as

a trick to leave Rhee among others a loophole
for "their perfidious actions." Dean, who for
nearly five hours had been trying to break off
the talks, seized on the word "perfidy" as an
"insult" to the U.S. and walked out.

By breaking off the talks on such an
issue, Dean drew the attention of the world

"Pluin, Perfid,y"

/n\NE of the most revealing episodes of the
tJ long-arawn-out Korean negotiations oc-
curred on December 12 last year when Arthur
Dean, U.S. representative and partner in
Dulles' law firm, scurried out of the discussions
in Panmunjom about the Korean Political Con-
ference and broke off the negotiations. This
inept "ambassador" had been trying to force
on the Korean-Chinese side a "new" formula

Ploin Perfid,A, published by the authors, Alan
Winnington and Wilfred Burchett, P. O. Box 545,

Peking, China.
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aII the more to the fact
that the U.S. manoeuvres
in Korea and elsewhere
were perfidious. Alan Win-
nington and Wilfred Bur-
chett, who covered the
Korean negotiations from
beginning to end, have
taken U.S. perfidy as their
central theme in a damning
exposure of American me-
thods in the latter stages
of the Korean war and
the first days of Korean
peace.

In Plain PerfidE the au-
thors in a popular, read-
able style present the case
with a mass of closely do-
cumented and irrefutable
material gathered from American sources,
from prisoners of war who had met the reality
behind the smokescreen of American ,,hu-

manitarianism" and evidence from official
reports made by the Neutral Nations Repatria-
tion Commission. This massive evidence is
backed by a striking collection of photographs
which even by themselves stand as plentiful
proof of the barbarity of the American
imperialists. One chapter of the book con-
tains unanswerable proof from American
medical sources that Korean and Chinese pri-
soners were cynically used as Iaboratory
"guinea pigs" in developing bacterial war-
fare. The authors are to be congratulated
on this excellent piece of research anC
for making these terrible facts known to the
public.

Record of U.S. Perfidy

The whole course of the Korean war was
replete lvith acts of U.S. perfldy.

Perfidy is the thread which Winnington
and Burchett trace through American moves
in the flnal stages of the war: perfldy to pro-
long the war, to trap their allies into extending
the Korean lvar into China and frustrate the
desire of the whole world to get peace in
Korea; perfidy to steal a "psychological vic-
tory" out of the peace when it was forced upon
them.
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'When dying men, quad-
ruple amputees and wornen
driven mad by rape were
handed over at Panmun-
jom by the "U.N." Com-
mand during the exchange
of sick and wounded pri-
soners, even those people
who had previously accept-
ed at their face value
Washington's loud shouts
about humanitarianism, be-
gan to question U.S. policy.
When Syngman Rhee, wittr
American connivance, ab-
ducted 27,000 prisoners ten
days after U.S. General
Harrison had solemnly
pledged his country's name
on the agreement for their

proper repatriation, more people began to
see the value of American commitments. On
this classic piece of perfidy, the book gives
new material from prisoners of war who were
abducted on June 18 last year but have since
managed to escape and were interviewed by
the authors.

Eaced with world condemnation for this
palpable trick, the American high command
next put up puppet Rhee to threaten a "march
to the north" while they hastily threw togeiher
the next stumbling block to sabotage a truce
in advance. Washington's timetable at this
stage was thrown out of gear by the Korean
People's Army and the Chinese People's Volun-
teers, who ripped Rhee's best divisions to
pieces and forced the American negotiators to
give guarantees of his future good behaviour-
removing the last obstacle to the Korean truce.
But not before Dulles and Rhee had signed a
rogues' agreement that American troops ri,ould
stay in Korea-the very issue that the Korean
Political Conference was supposed to settle by
rvithdrawal of aII f oreign troops.

trIow NNRC Was Sabotaged

One of the most illuminating parts of
Plain Perfidy is the exposure by the authors of
American efforts first to prevent the terms of
the Armistice Agreement from being put into
effect by the Neutral Nations Repatriation
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Commission, then to prevent the Koreans and
Chinese from giving explanations to their own
prisoners by such methods as refusing to build
proper facilities, and flnally by ordering their
special agents to refuse to allow the prisoners
outside the compounds at aII. At the same
time, it shows how every American propaganda
device was turned on to intimidate the Indian
Custodian Force and prevent it from carrying
out the terms of the truce agreements.

The authors trace how the NNRC and the
Indian Custodian Force lost control of the
situation, although constant pressure was ex-
erted by the Polish and Czech delegates to
weed out the special agents and give each pri-
soner a chance to express his own desires. Ttris
was never done, and fina1ly the NNRC had to
admit failure.

American strategy was to prevent pri-
soners from attending explanations until Dec-
ember 23 and prevent the Korean Political
Conference from meeting until after January
22, oa which day they demanded that all re-
maining prisoners be handed back to them.
The prisoners' return wou1d, so they reckoned,
provide America with an asset in the cold war.
Accordingly, Dean's job was to delay the PoIi-
tical Conference with deadlocking devices as
long as possible and then to walk out and wreck
it completely.

"Murder Will Out"
But, as events turned out, the American

manoeuwes backfired one after another and
led to what the authors describe as a total de-
feat for American psychological warfare and
along with it, of the so-called principle of
"voluntary repatriation." "Murder will out
and it did," Winnington and Burchett con-
clude. "ft was impossible to maintain the flc-
tion of men 'preferring suicide' to returning
home, in face of the obvious fact that they
were being held back by a concentration of
terror unimagined outside the wildest dreams
of Himmler. It stank and it went on stinking
until everybody knew, and even America's
allies paid only the barest formal lip-service
to this 'new principle."'

The authors of Plain Perfida have brought
together the many threads that together weave
the pattern of American perfidy in Korea.
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They show how U.S. monopoly press ageneies
build up propaganda campaigns and create
war hysteria to support American war polic.v.
Ttrey quote eyewitness accounts of the terrible
tortures and murders carried out in P.O.W.
camps under American control and give a de-
scription of the murder trial, unique in judicial
history, in which special agents were tried for
murdering prisoners solely because they want-
ed to return home. The trial was fina1ly
stopped by the Americans withdrawing facili-
ties.

NNRC's Damning Evidence

Although, as the authors point out, the
NNRC failed to break up the rule of the secret
agents, they did put on record some of the most
damning evidence in their Interim and Final
Reports. Both reports deny the existence of
"voluntary" choice by the prisoners in Amer-
ican hands, "The prisoners of war in the
South Camp (Korean and Chinese prisoners-
Ed.) and the leadership (secret agents and their
masters-Ed.) which sustained them, negate all
assumptions or assertions about freedom of
choice.. . .It would be bare assertion unsup-
ported by any evidence that the prisoners had
voluntarily sought non-repatriation." Ttre
NNRC Final Report also repeated the conclu-
sion of the Interim Report that "any prisonet
who desired repatriation had to do so clandes-
tinely and in fear of his life."

Publication of. Plain Perfidy is most timely
and will make available to the people of the
world a vast mass of well documented back-
ground material essential for an understanding
of the Korean issue 'which is being discussed
at the Geneva Conference. It provides, more-
over, a key that unlocks the high-sounding
phrases of modern U.S. propaganda and shows
plainly behind them the ugly pattern of the
behaviour of the American rulers-perfidy of
the basest and crudest sort used in the attempt
to grab world domination.

Both as a damning exposure of American
perfidy and as a document of the momentous
struggle waged by the Korean and Chinese
peoples to frustrate it, Plain Perfidg will be a
powerful weapon in the hands of the people
everywhere to combat the lies that cloak Wash-
ington's aggression.
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CHINA TO DAY

Old Factories Support
New Projects

The well-established industrial
enterprises of China are providing
not only equipment but technical
personnel to assist the construction
and launching of new major pro-
jects which will speed the socialist
industrialization of the country.

In the first quarter of this year,
the Anshan Iron and Steel Com-
pany sent over 300 skilled workers
to help industrial construction in
other areas. The Dairen Lathe
Factory last year sent a group of
lvorkers to help build the No. 1

Automobile Plant and recently it
transferred another 36 experi-
enced workers and employees to
help on the construction of the
Ilarbin Measuring and Cutting In-
strument Factory.

These veteran plants are also
training construction personnel
for other major projects. Since
the autumn of 1952 the Anshan
Iron and Steel Company has been
training industrial administrators
and technicians for the Tayeh iron
and steel base in Hupeh Province.
By March this year these cadres,
as their training ended, were al-
ready returning to work at Tayeh.
The Nanking Automobile Assem-
bly Works has set up several class-
es to train over 300 skilled work-
ers for the No. 1 Automobile Plant
which is being built in the North-
east. The Nanking Lathe Fac-
tory has trained 40 workers for
the same plant.

The older works have, in aildi-
tion, undertaken to raise ploduc-
tion to meet the needs of heavy
industrial construction.
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Peking's New Department
Store

To meet the growing demands
of the people of the capital, whose
purchasing power is rising steadi-
ly, a great new department store,
the largest of its kind in Peking,
will be built on Wangfuching
Street, one of the capital's busiest
shopping centres. Construction
wtll begin in May this year and is
expected to be completed in early
1955.

The new store will occupy over
4,000 square metres of ground and
have a total floor space of over
18,400 squarg rnsf3s5-2s much as
the sales section of the world-
famous Central Department Store
in Moscow.

It will have six storeys facing
Wangfuching and five in its rear
portion as well as a basement, It
will be able to deal with over 10,000
customers at a time and its thou-
sand and more salesmen will be
able to serve goods to over 120,000
customers daily. It will be equip-
ped with modern ventilation faci-
lities and a large lounge. A spe-
cial rest room will be available on
the second floor for mothers shop-
ping with their children.

Spring Work on Huai River

With the coming of spring, work
is being steppetl up on the Huai
River harnessing project which
was begun four years ago. More
builders and building materials
are arriving at the various con-
struction sites.

\Mork this spring inclutles the
building of four reservoirs, the re-
pairing of 25 large culverts and

sluice gates and over 100 bridges,
and dredging and improvements on
the courses of 22 tribtlaries of the
Huai.

Work continues this spring on
the Poshan and Nanwan Reservoirs
on the tributaries of the upper
reaches and the Futzeling Reser-
voir on a tributary on the middle
reaches of the Huai. The Poshan
Reservoir was completed in April.
At the Futzeling Reservoir, con-
crete pouring continues on the
multiple-arch dam which will be
built high enough to contain this
year's flood waters. Work has
already started on the building of
the new Meishan Reservoir on the
upper reaches of the Shih River, a
tributary of the lluai, in Anhwei
Province.

Over 63 million cubic metres of
earth will be moved in dredging
and improving the courses of the
22 tributaries. This work will
play an important part in raising
agricultural production along both
banks of the lluai River. When
improvements have been com-
pleted this year to the Peifei
River's drainage and irrigation
system on the middle reaches of
the Huai, over 1,100 square kilo-
metres of land to the north of the
Huai River in Anhwei Province
will be basically protected from
water logging caused by excessive
rainfalls.

Aid to Korea's Construction

The Chinese people are giving
enthusiastic support to the Korean
people in the post-war rehabilita-
tion and development of their
national economy. Many textile
machine parts, concrete-mixers,
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pumps, power and lighting in-
stallations and equipment, and
communication apparatus, ete. are
being manufactured for the
Korean people in industrial enter-
prises throughout China. Con-
siderable quantities of such sup-
plies have already been completed
and transported to Korea.

Large quantities of building
materials including tens of thou-
sands of cubic metres of timber,
over 100,000 tons of cement, thou-
sands of tons of rolled steel, heat-
resistant materials, water-proof
roofing and carpenter's tools, etc,
I-rave already been sent to Korea.

Many locomotive and wagon re-
pair plants are repairing locomo-
tives, freight and passenger cars
for Korea. These plants have all
overfulfilled their work quotas for
the first quarter of this year,

A big variety of piece goods and
over 180 items of daily necessities
have already been sent or are on
theil way to Korea,

Scientists in Field Surveys

Ifundreds of scientists includ-
ing soil specialists, geographers,
botanists, zoologists, entomolo-
gists and hydro-biologists will be
working on field surveys in vari-
ous parts of the countr:y this year.

A group of scientists will carry
on further surveys, studies and ex-
periments on soil erosion and con-

servation in Northwest China in
preparation for the harnessing of
the Yellow River.

Hydro-biologists have started a
comprehensive survey of China's
rich resources in aquatic products.

A group of entomologists are
studying the habits of locusts and
bhe natural conditions of their
habitat in an area on the border
between Shantung and Kiangsu
Provinces as a first step to devis-
ing methods of eliminating these
pests altogether. They are also
studying and making experiments
on how to eliminate cotton aphis
and other cotton pests in the area
north of the Yello'w River in Honan
Province. Another group will
study insects which damage the
folests of the Great and Small
Khingar.r Ranges in Noltheast
China.

Central-South Tree Planting
A mass movement for spring

tree planting is in full swing in
the vast areas along the middle
reaches of the Yangtze River and
the Pear:l and Min Rivers in Cen-
tral-South China.

These areas, with their warm
climate and abundant rainfall, are
very suitable for the growth of
pine, eucalyptus and other trees
suitable for building purposes. To
ensure a permanent supply of
timber for national construction,
the Central-South area will plant

over 6,700,000 mou of trees this
year and 90Vo of these will be
planted this spring.

University Professors
Join C.C.P.

Many teachers of the National
Tsinghua University, one of the
largest higher educational insti-
tutions in China, are making ap-
plications to join the Communist
Palty of China. In 1953, 137
teachers formally applied for
membership.

In the past four years, the Party
organization in the University has
made considerable efforts to help
the teachers raise their political
and ideological level, aud today,
having fully realized tl.rat it rvas
the Party's leadership, encourage-
ment and organizational rvork
which enabled the Chinese people
to win their great victory, they
appreciate the great significance
of membership of the Party.

Wu Liang-yung, associate pro-
fessor of the Department of Archi-
tecture, expressed the prevailing
sentiment well when he said that
it is only under the leadership of
the Communist Party that the
Chinese people will be able to build
a socialist society and live a happy
life, and that therefore every
teacher who trains personnel for
socialist construction should be
in the van of the struggle for the
bright future of the people.
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Under the Apple Blossoms

The Uighur people celebraLe their new liFe in People's China

Water colour painting by Huang Chou


